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ATTITUDES AND THE
IMPLICIT-EXPLICIT DUALISM
Bertram Gawronski and Skylar M. Brannon

Since the mid- 1990s, research on attitudes has been shaped by a dualism that has gained enormous .
popularity across all areas of psychology: the implicit-explicit dualism (see Gawronski & Payne, ,~· .
2010). This dualism has its roots in the development of a new class of indirect measurement instru- -;
ments, which are distinguished from direct measurement instruments based on self-report. A central ~ '•.
feature of these instruments is that they rely on e:l\.-perimental procedures adapted from cognitive ·~ '
psychology, such as sequential priming and response interference tasks (for an overview, see Gaw- ·_
ronski & De Houwer, 2014). Researchers often label these instruments implicit measures and self- · report measures explicit measHres.
A central characteristic of implicit measures as applied to the study of attitudes is that evalua- . .
tive responses are inferred from objective performance indicators, such as participants' speed and -_: ·
accuracy in responding to attitudinal stimuli. Based on this characteristic, it has been argued that : ·
implicit measures are capable of assessing attitudes that people are either unwilling or unable to ::
report. Resonating with these concerns, self-report measures have been criticized for their suscep- ,~ ~
tibility to socially desirable responding (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960; Paulhus, 1984) and for being
unable to capture mental contents that are inaccessible to introspection (Greenwald & Banaji, '
1995; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). Implicit measures have been claimed to overcome these limitations, because (a) responses on implicit measures are much more difficult to control compared
to explicit measures and (b) implicit measures do not require introspection for the assessment of :.;
mental contents.
;
Although these assumptions are very common in the attitude literature, the available evidence • ··
suggests that differences between implicit and explicit measures cannot be boiled down to self- .:~ - ·
presentation and unawareness (Gawronski, LeBel, & Peters, 2007). Instead, the exponentially grow- _
ing body of research in this area suggests that interpretations of different outcomes on the two
..
kinds of measures require more nuanced theoretical frameworks. The current chapter provides an
overview of extant theories and research on the irnplici11-explicit dualism in the attitude literature. - . ·
Toward this end. we first provide a brief overview of the most popular instruments and then review ,.-~
different interpretations of the implicit-explicit dualism. E.'<:panding on this discussion, we review ·· ·.
theories and empirical findings regarding (a) the relation between implicit and explicit measures, .
(b) their predictive relation to behavior, (c) their usefulness in understanding the processes underly~
ing attitude formation and change, (d) context effects on implicit measures, and (e) controversies and
current themes in research using implicit measures.
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Measurement Instruments
·Although there are mox:e than a dozen performance-based measures of attimdes that have been
described as implicit, some of these measures tend to be more popular than others. In the current
· section, we briefly describe the procedural details of the most popular instruments and provide a list
ofless frequently used instruments for the sake of comprehensiveness. For readers who are interested
in learning more about their implementation and scoring, we recommend the method-focused
overviews by Teige-Mocigeniba, Klauer, and Shem1an (2010) and Wentura and Degner (2010).
Broader issues in the measurement of attitudes are discussed in the chapter by Krosnick, J udd, and
Wittenbrink (this volume) ,

Evaluative Priming Task
Historically, the first performance-based instrument to measure attitudes is the evaluati1'e primit1g
task (EPT; Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Kardes, 1986). In a typical EPT, participants are briefly
presented with an attitudinal prime stimulus, which is followed by a positive or negative target
word. The participants' task is to indicate as quickly as poss.ible whether the target word is positive
or negative. 1 The basic idea underlying the EPT is that guick and accurate responses to the targets
should be facilitated when they are evaluatively congruent with participants' attitude toward the
prime stimulus. In contrast, quick and accurate responses to the targets should be impaired when
they are evaluatively incongruent with participants' attitude towar.d the prime stimulus (e.g., Fazio,
Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995).
For example, if a person has a positive attitude toward Coke, this person should be faster and
more accurate in identifying the valence of positive words when the person has been primed with
·an image of Coke compared to when they have been primed with a neutral baseline stimulus. Conversely, classifications of negative words should be slower and less accurate when the person has been
primed with an image of Coke compared to when they have been primed with a neutral baseline
stimulus. Although the EPT is among the most widely used instruments, it has been criticized for its
low reliability, which rarely exceeds Cronbach's a values of .SO (Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014).

Implicit Association Test (and Variants)
The most prominent instrument in attitude research using implicit measures is the implicit association test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998). The critical blocks of the IAT ask par. ticipaots to complete two binary categorization tasks that are combined in a manner that is either
congruent or incongruent with the to-be-measured attitude. For example, in the widely used race
IAT, participants categorize pictures of Black and White faces in terms of their race and positive and
negative words in terms of their valence. In one critical block of the task, participants are as~ed to
press one response key for Black faces and negative words and another response key for White faces
and positive words. In the other critical block, participants are asked to complete the same categorization tasks with a reversed key assignment for the faces, such that they have to press om: response
key for White faces and negative words and the other response 'key for Black faces and positive
words. The basic idea underlying the IAT is that quick and accurate responses should be facilitated
· when the response mapping is congruent with participants' attitude and impaired when the response
mapping is incongruent with participants' attitude. For example, a person who has a more favorable
· attitude toward Whites than Blacks should show faster and more accurate responses when White
faces share the same response key with positive words and Black faces and share the same response
key with negative words, compared with the reversed mapping.
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IA T scores are inherently relative in the sense that they confiate four conceptually independent
corutructs. For example, in the race IAT, a participant's performance is jointly determined by (a)
positivity toward Whites, (b) positivity toward Blacks, (c) negativity toward Whites, and (d) negativity toward Blacks (see Blanton, Jaccard, Gonzales, & Christie, 2006). This limitation makes the
IAT inferior to the .EPT, which permits the calculation of separate priming scores for each of the
four determinants if the task includes appropriate baseline primes (see Wentura & D egner, 2010).
Yet, the IA Tis superior in terms of its internal consistency, which is typically in the range of .70 to
.90 (Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014). At the same time, the IAT has been cdticized for its blocked
presentation of attitude-congruent and attitude-incongruent trials, which bas been linked to several
sources of systematic measurement error (see Teige-Mocigemba et al., 2010). To address these
and various other limitations, researchers have developed several variants of the standard 1AT that
avoid blocked presentations of congruent and incongruent trials, permit nonrelative measurements
for individual t~gets and attributes, and reduce the overall length of the task. These lA T variants ·
include the Receding-Free IAT (IAT-RF; Rothermund, T eige-Mocigemba, Gast, & Wentura,
2009); the Single-Block IAT (SB-IAT ; Teige-Mocigemba, Klauer, & Rothermund, 2008); the
Single-Category IAT (SC-IAT; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006); the Single-Attribute IAT (SA-IAT; '
Penke, Eichstaedt, & Asendorpf, 2006); and the Brief IA T (BIAT; Sriram & Greenwald, 2009).

Go/No-Go Association Task
Another task that has been developed with the goal of overcoming the relative nature of measurement scores in the standard IAT is the go/no-go association task (GNAT; Nosek & Banaji, 2001).
On the GNAT, participants are asked to press a button (go) in response to some stimuli, and to ·
withhold a response (no go) to other stimuli. Different types of stimuli are then paired with the.
"go" response on different blocks of the task. For example, .in one block of a GNAT to n1easure
racial attitudes, participants may be asked to press the ' 1go" button when they see a picture of a
Black face or a positive word. and not respond to any other stimuli (which may include pictures of
White faces, negative words, and distractor stimuli) . In another block, participants may be asked to
p ress the "go" button for pictures of Black faces and negative words, and not respond to any other
stimuli. The same task may be repeated in two additional blocks for White instead of Black faces. '
Because GNAT scores are calculated on the basis of participants' error rates (rather than response
times) using signal detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966), the GNAT typically includes a response
deadline (e.g., 600 ms) to increase the number of systematic errors. The GNAT has shown lower
reliability estimates compared with the standard lA T (Gawronski & De H ouwer, 2014). Yet, a clear
advantage is the possibility to calculate G NAT scores for individual target objects (e.g., attitudes ~
toward Blacks) instead of relative scores involving two target objects (e.g., relative preference for
Whites over Blacks) .

Extrinsic Affective Simon Task
Another measure chat has been designed to address structurallirnitacioru of the IAT is the extrinsic: ;
affective Simon task (EAST; De Houwer, 2003). On the EAST, participants are presented with
attitudinal target words (e.g., Pepsi) that are shown in two different colors (e.g., yellow vs. blue) and
positive and negative words that are shown in white. Participants then categorize the attitudinal target words in terms of their color and the white words in terms of their valence, In the critical block .
of the task, participants respond to positive white words and attitudinal target words of one color ·
(e.g., yellow) with the same key and to negative white words and attitudinal target words of the :
other color (e.g., blue) with another key (or vice versa). Because the atticuclinal target words appear
in different colors over the course of the task, each target is sometimes paired with the response key
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for positive words and sometimes with the response key for negative words. The critical question
is whether participants respond faster and more accurately to a given target depending on whether
its color requires a response with the "positive" or the "negative" key (e.g., are responses faster
~nd more accurate when participants have to respond to the word Pepsi with the "positive" or the
4
'neg<.ative" key). A major advantage of the EAST is that it does not include blocked presentations of
congruent and incongruent trials, which resolves the problems associated with the blocked structure
of the IAT (see Teige-Mocigemba et al., 2010). Yet, the BAST has been shown to be inferior to the
IAT in terms of its reliability and construct validity, which has been attributed to the fact that participants do not have to process the semantic meaning of the colored target words (De Houwer & De
Bruycker, 2007a) . To address this limitation, De Houwer and De Bruycker (2007b) have developed
a modified variant of the EAST that ensures semantic processing of the target words, which they
called the Identification-EAST (ID-EAST).

Affect Misattribution Procedure
The affect misattribution procedure (AMPi Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, 2005) was designed
to combine the structural advantages of the EPT with the superior psychometric properties of the
[AT (for a review, see Payne & Lundberg, 2014). Similar to the EPT, the AMP utilizes presentat10ns
of a prime followed by a target stimulus, and participants are asked to respond to the targets and
ignore the primes. However, two central differences between the EPT and the AMP are that (a) the
target stimuli in the AMP are evaluatively ambiguous and (b) participants are asked to report their
subjective evaluations of the targets. The basic idea is that participants may misattribute the affective feelings elicited by primes to the neutral targets and, therefore, judge the targets more favorably
when they were primed with a positive stimul~s than when they were primed with :~ negative
stimulus. For example, in an AMP to measure racial attitudes, participants may be asked to indicate
whether they find Chinese ideographs-which tend to be evaluatively neutral to people who are
unfamiliar with the meaning of Chinese ideographs- visually more pleasant or visually less pleasant
than average after being primed with pictures of Black versus White faces. A preference for Whites
over Blacks would be indicated by a tendency to evaluate the Chinese ideographs more favorably
when the ideographs followed the presentation of a White face than when they followed the presentation of a Black face. Interestingly, priming effects in the AMP emerge even when participants are
explicitly informed about the nature of the task and instructed not to let the prime stimuli influence
their evaluations of the targets (Payne et al., 2005).
Although the AMP has shown satisfactory reliability estimates that are comparable to those of the
lAT (Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014; Payne & Lundberg, 2014), the task has been criticized for
being susceptible to intentional use of the primes in evaluations of the targets (Bar-An an & Nosek,
2012). Nonetheless, several follow-up studies have refuted this criticism by showing that correlations between AMP effects and self-reported intentional use of the primes reflect retrospective confabulations of intentionality (i.e., participants infer that ~hey must have had such an intention when
asked afterwards) rather than actual effects of intentional processes (e.g. , Gawronski & Ye, 2015;
Payne, Brown-Iannuzzi, Burkley, Arbuckle, Cooley, Cameron, & Lundberg, 2013).

Approach-Avoidance Tasks
Approach-avoidance tasks (AAT) are based on the idea that positive stimuli should elicit spontaneous approach reactions, whereas negative stimuli should elicit spontaneous avoidance reactions. In line with this idea, Solarz (1960) found that participants were faster at pushing a lever
towards them (approach) in response to positive as opposed to negative stimuli, and pushing it
away from them (avoidance) for negative as opposed to positive stimuli. Chen and Bargh (1999)
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expanded on this finding by instructing participants to make either an approach or an avoidance movement as soon as a stimulus appeared on screen. They then calculated participants'
response time to a given stimulus depending on whether they had to show an approach or an
avoidance movement in response to that stimulus. Their results showed that participants were faster in making an approach movement in response to positive compared to negative stimuli.
Conversely, participants were faster in making an avoidance movement in response to negative ·
compared to positive stimuli.
Initial accounts of approach-avoidance tasks interpreted the obtained response patterns as reflecting direct links between particular motor actions and motivational orientations (e.g., contraction of
arm extensor ; avoidance; contraction of arm flexor muscle = approach; see Neumann, Forster, & •
Strack, 2003). However, in contrast to these accounts, more recent findings suggest that congruency effects in AAT s depend on the evaluative meaning that is ascribed to a particular motor
action in the task. For example, Eder and Rothermund (2008) found that participants were faster in : '
moving a lever backward in response to positive words than negative words when this movement
was described as "pull" (positive) and the opposite movement as "push" (negative). In contrast, ~
participants were faster in moving a lever backward in response to negative words than positive
words when this movement was described as '~downward" (negative) and the opposite movement as
"upward" (positive). Corresponding patterns emerged for forward movements. T hese results suggest
that the labels used to describe particular motor actions in AAT s are essential for accurate interpretations of their measurement outcomes. Although some versions of AATs have shown satisfactory
estimates ofinternal consistency, their reliability varies considerably depending on the variant that is
used (Krieglmeyer & Deutsch, 2010) .
. ;, ·
t

Other Instruments
Although the instruments reviewed above are the most popular examples in the current list of available measures, there are several other instruments with unique features that make them better suited
for particular research questions. Although a detailed description of these instruments goes beyond
the scope of this chapter, we briefly list them for the sake of comprehensiveness. For example, the
action interference paradigm (AlP; Banse, Gawronski, Rebetez, Gutt, & Morton, 2010) has been
developed for research with very young children who may not be able to follow the complex
instructions of other tasks. The implicit relational assessment procedure (IRAP; Barnes-H olmes,
Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010) and the relational resp onding task (RRP; D e H ouwer,
Heider, Spruyt, Roets, & H ughes, 2015) have been designed to measure attitudes involving more
complex relations between stimuli (e.g., belief that a pharmaceutical product causes or prevents a
negative health condition) rather than mere associations between an attitude object and evaluative concepts (e.g., association between the pham1aceutical product and a negative health condition). Other instmments have targeted various methodological limitations of existing measures (e.g.,
blocked structure, relative measurement, low reliability), including the evaluative movement assessment (EMA; Brendl, Markman, & Messner, 2005), the implic'it association procedure (lAP; Schnabel, Banst; & Asendorp£; 2006), and the sorting paired features task (SPFT; Bar-Anan, Nosek, &
Vianello, 2009).

Interpretations of the Implicit-Explicit Dualism
'·

The implicit-explicit dualism is not only one of the most common distinctions in the attitude
literature, but it is also one of the most confusing dualities because different researchers use it in
diHerent ways. Whereas some researchers use the implicit-explicit dualism to refer to two distinct
kinds of attitudes (e.g., Greenwald & Baoaji, 1995; Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000), others
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use it to describe different types of measurement instruments (e.g., Fazio, 2007; Petty, Fazio, &
Brinol, 2009). Yet, other researchers use the dualism to describe the processes by which attitudes
mfluence responses on a given measure (e.g., De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt, & Moors,
2009); still others use it to refer to two distinct kinds of evaluative responses (e.g., Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2011). In the current chapter, we use the tem1s implicit and explicit in line with this
last interpretation. Fol' the sake of conceptual clarity, we first review other interpretations of the
implicit-explicit dualism and then explain the theoretical basis for the one adopted in the current
chapter.

Implicit Versus Explicit Attitudes
One of the most common interpretations of the implicit-explicit dualism uses the distinction
to refer ro two distinct kinds of attitudinal representations. The central assumption underlying
this interpretation is that people can have different attitudes toward the same object stored in
memory, one implicit and the other explicit. The most prominent example is Greenwald and
Banaji's (1995) conceptualization ofimplicit attitudes as "introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately identified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feeling, thought,
or action" (p. 8). Based on this conceptualization, it is often assumed that self-report measures
reflect conscious attitudes that are introspectively accessible, whereas performance-based measures reflect unconscious attitudes to which people have no introspective access (e.g., Bosson,
Swann, & Pennebaker, 2000; Cunningham, Nezlek, & Banaji, 2004; Rudman, Greenwald,
Mellott, & Schwartz, 1999).
·,, Although it seems possible that people have unconscious attitudes that differ from their conscious
attitudes, any claims about systematic relations between measurement instruments and conscious
awareness are theoretical hypotheses that require empirical evidence. The most common piece of
evidence cited in support of the unconsciousness hypothesis is that performance-based measures
tend to show rather low correlations with self-report measures (for meta-analyses, see Cameron,
Brown-Iannuzzi, & Payne, 2012, Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005). The
central assumption underlying this argument is that lack of introspective access to implicit attitudes
makes it impossible to report these attitudes on a self-report measure, which should lead to low cor,idations between self-report measures and performance-based measures.
To be sure, correlatiom between the two kinds of measures can be expected to be low if
performance-based measures tap into unconscious attitudes. However, as we will explain in more
detail below, correlations between the two kinds of measures can be low for various reasons that
have nothing to do with lack of introspective access. More seriously, the available evidence suggests chat people are fully aware of the attitude that is captured by performance-based measures and
ofr~;n report a different attitude on self-report measures for variety of other .reasons (for a review, see
Gawronski, Hofinann, & Wilbur, 2006).
The strongest evidence that people are fully aware of their a~itudes captured by performancebased measures comes from research by Hahn, Judd, Hirsh, and Blair (2014). In a series of studies,
participants were asked to predict their scores on multiple IATs capturing attitudes toward different
social groups and then completed the same IATs. Counter to the assumption that the IAT provides
a window into unconscious attitudes, participants were able to predict the pattern of their IAT
scores with a high degree of accuracy. Moreover, predicted and actual IAT scores were highly correlated although self- reported evaluations showed the same low correlations with IAT scores that
are typically observed in this area (see Cameron et al., 2012; Hofu1ann et al., 2005). These frndings
pose a challenge to the claim that people have no introspective access to the attitudes captured by
perfomunce-based measures and, thus, to the common interpretation of the two kinds of measures
in terms of conscious versus unconscious attitudes.
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Another interpretation that proposes two distinct kinds of attitudes is based on the idea that ·
old attitudes may not be erased from memory when people change their attitudes in response to
new information. fn line with this idea, Wilson et al. 's (2000) dual-attitudes model assumes that
performance-based measures capture highly overlearned old attitudes that are activated automatically in response to an attitude object. In contrast, self-report measures are assumed to reflect more recently acquired attitudes that require cognitive effort to be retrieved from memory (assuming that •.
participants engage in the effortful process of retrieving their new attitude from memory). Adopting'-;-·.
rhe implicit-e..'<plicit dualism, Wilson et al. use the term implicit attitude to refer to highly overlearned
old attitudes captured by performance-based measures and the term explicit attitude to refer to more recently acquired attitudes captured by self-report measures.
Although rhere is evidence thar attitude change can sometimes be limited to self-report meas- . ·
ures without generalizing to performance-based measures (e.g., Gawronski & Strack, 2004; Gregg, '
Seibt, & Banaji, 2006), a large number of studies have shown the opposite pattern. In these studies, ~·:
experimental manipulations aimed to induce attitude change effectively influenced participants' .;;
responses on performance-based measures without affecting their re~ponses on self-report measures •.
(e.g., Gawronski & LeBel, 2008; Gibson, 2008; Grumm, Nestler, & von Collani, 2009; Olson &
Fazio, 2006). These findings pose a challenge to interpretations of the two kinds of measures in
terms of old ''implicit" versus new "explicit" attitudes.

Implicit Versus Explicit Measurement Instruments
Other researchers use the implicir- e-'<Plicit dualism to describe different types of measurement •
\
approaches to assess the same underlying attitude rather than conceptualizing the two kinds of measures in terms of two distinct attitudes. According to Fazio (2007), the primary difference between
self-report and performance-based measures is that self- reported evaluations can be influenced by
various processes over and above the to-be-measured attitude, whereas performance-based measures ,
reduce the impact of such non-attitudinal p rocesses. For example, in the domain of racial prejudice, '
White participants may be m otivated to report a more favorable attitude toward African Ameri- ·
cans on a self-report measure. In this case, participants may show more favorable racial attitudes on
self-report measures compared to performance-based measures, the latter of which are assumed to :_t..
provide a more accurate reflection of participants' real attitudes (e.g., Fazio et al., 1995). In terms of ·
tbis conceptualization, the implicit-explicit dualism refers to two types of measurement instruments '
rather than two distinct types of underlying attitudes. Whereas self-report measures are described as ·~:
explicit measures, performance- based measures are described as implicit measures.
Expanding on this interpretation of the implicit-explicit dualism, implicit measures have been ~~
characterized by the feature that participants are unaware of what the measure is assessing, whereas _
·'explicit measures are characterized by the feature that participants are fully aware that the measure is · ·
assessing their attitudes (e.g., Petty et al., 2009). Although this. conceptualization provides an accurate characterization of various unobtrusive measures in the history of attitude research (see K.ros- .
nick, Judd, & Wittenbrink, this volume; Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrist, 1966) 1 it seems less
suitable to characterize the new type of indirect measures that are based on objective performance
indicators. Por example, in the race IAT, most participants are fully aware that the measure aims to
assess their racial attitudes. Similarly, in the EPT, participants may be aware that the measure aims .....
to assess their attitudes toward the prime stimuli, unless the primes are presented subliminally. More ~:·
seriously, some studies using the AMP explicitly informed participants about what the measure is • ~
supposed to assess, and how the measure captures the to-be-assessed construct. Yet, this information
had no effect on the measurement outcome (Payne et al., 2005). Based on these findings, it seems ·.
problematic to interpret the implicit-e:A-plicit dualism in tenns of participants' awareness of what is :.~
assessed by a given measure.
0
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Implicit Versus Explicit Measurement Outcomes
To address the problems of interpretations in terms of measurement instruments, De H ouwer et al.
(2009) proposed an alternative conceptualization in terms of measurement outcomes. According to
this conceptualization, the implicit-explicit dualism reflects properties of the processes by which the
to-be-measured attitude influences the outcomes on a given measure. Moreover, instead oflimiting
the interpretation of the implicit-explicit dualism to the question of whether the to-be-measured
attitude influences participailts' responses outside of awareness, De H ouwer et al. suggested a
broader interpretation of the dualism that makes it synonymous with the distinction between automatic and controlled processes. According to their conceptualization, the observed outcomes of a
given measure can be described as implicit to the extent that the to-be-measured attitude influences
measurement outcomes (a) in the absence of an intention to evaluate the attitude object, (b) in the
absence of awareness, (c) in the absence of sufficient cognitive resources, or (d) despite the intention
to counteract this influence (see Bargh, 1994). Conversely, measurement outcomes can be described
as explicit to the extent that the to-be-measured attitude influences measurement outcomes only
when participants (a) have an intention to evaluate the attitude object, (b) are aware of how their
attitude influences responses on the measure, (c) have sufficient cognitive resources, or (d) do not
have an .intention to counteract this influence. Because any given measure may be characterized by
some features of automatic processing and some features ofcontrolled processing (e. g., attitudes may
mfluence measurement outcomes in the absence of an intention to evaluate the attitude object, but
participants may be fully aware of the influence of their attitude on measurement outcomes), De
Houwer et al. suggested that descriptions of measurement outcomes as implicit should specify in
which sense the measurement outcome is assumed to be. implicit (i.e., unintentional, unconscious,
efficient, uncontrollable).
Although De Houwer ec al. 's conceptualization resolves the problems of the aforementioned
interpretations, it involves empirical assumptions in the sense that claims about automatic versus
controlled effects of attitudes on measurement outcomes require supportive evidence. This issue
poses a terminological dilemma, because (a) it prohibits the use of the implicit- e>..:plicit dualism in
the absence of empirical evidence and (b) previous labeling practices may be deemed erroneous in
light of new evidence regarcling the mechanisms by w hich attitudes influence outcomes on a given
measure.

Implicit Versus Explicit Evaluations
One way to overcome the limitations of the reviewed interpretations of the implicit-explicit dualism is to (a) clearly clistinguish between behavioral responses and mental constructs and (b) use the
dualism in manner that refers to behavioral responses rather than mental constructs (see De Houwer,
Gawronski, & Barnes-Holmes, 2013). In line with this idea, the implicit-explicit dualism has been
used ro describe two distinct kinds of eval.uadve responses, one being referred to as implicit evaluations and the other one as e~"Plicit evaluatlom (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2011). According
to this conceptualization, a behavioral response can be described as explicit evaluation if the evaluative connotation of the response is explicit in the observed response (e.g., when evaluations are
inferred from participants' self-reported liking of Black people). Conversely, a behavioral response
can be described as implicit evaluation if the evaluative connotation of the response is implicit in the
observed response (e.g., when evaluations ofBlack people are inferred from participants' reaction
times in responding to positive and negative words after being presented with a Black face or from
their self-reported liking of a neutral obj ect that is quickly presented after a Black face).
One advantage of this conceptualization is that it allows for a priori classifications of behavioral responses as implicit or ex-plicit evaluations on the basis of objective features of the measured
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response. In addition, it incorporates earlier calls to clearly distinguish between attitude as an inner
psychological tendency and the behavioral expression of an attitude that is reflected in overt evaluations (Eagly & Chaiken, 2007) . As such, a conceptualization in terms of distinct types of evaluations ·
remains agnostic about their underlying mental processes and representations, which are treated
as theoretical questions that have to be answered on the basis of empirical data. For example, the
claim that implicit evaluations reflect unconscious attitudes is treated as a theoretical hypothesis that
requires empirical tests, and the available evidence suggests that this hypothesis is incorrect (e:g.,
Hahn et al., 2014). Similarly, the claim that implicit evaluations reflect old attitudes is treated as
a theoretical hypothesis that requires empirical tests, and the available evidence suggests that this
hypothesis is incorrect (e.g., Gawronski & LeBel, 2008; Gibson, 2008; Grumm et al., 2009; Olson &
Fazio, 2006). Finally, claims that implicit evaluations are the result of unintentional, unconsciou$,
efficient, and uncontrollable processes are treated theoretical hypotheses, and these hypotheses may
be correct in some regards but not in others (for a review, see De Houwer et al., 2009). Thus, to
avoid a conflation between descriptions ofbehavioral responses and theoretical hypotheses about
their underlying mental constructs, we will use the terms implicit evaluation and e:>.:plidt evalziatiot1
throughout the remainder of this chapter, refening to responses on performance-based measures and
self-report measures, respectively.
. '

Implicit-Explicit Relations
A common assumption in attitude research is that measures of implicit evaluation provide valuable •.
information that cannot be gained from measures of explicit evaluations. This idea is prominently '
reflected in the argument that correlations between implicit and explicit evaluations tend to. be ·
rather low overall. Yet, as we noted above, correlations between the two kinds of evaluations may
be low for a variety of reasons. Thus, before drawing any conclusions from observed differences
between implicit and explicit evaluations, it is essential to understand the conditions under which
they do or do not correspond to each other.

Methodological Factors
Several meta-analyses have found average correlations between implicit and explicit evaluations
in the range of .20 to .25 (e.g., Cameron et al., 2012; Hofmann et al., 2005) . H owever, there
is evidence that these con·elations may underestimate their actual correspondence, in that vari~ .
ous methodological factors 1ed to attenuated meta-analytic estimates. Many of these factors can
be broadly interpreted in terms of the correspondence principle in research on attitude-behavior ·
relations (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977), in chat correlations between implicit and eA'Plicit evaluations ·..'
tend to be higher if they correspond in terms of their dimensionality and content. For example,
Hofmann et al. (2005) found that measurement scores reflecting implicit preferences for one group '
over another tend to show higher correlations to measurement scores of. the same e>.."Plicit preferences compared to nonrelative explicit evaluations of one of the two groups. Similarly, measures
of implicit evaluation using Black and White faces as stimuli tend to show higher correlations to_
explicit evaluative judgments of the same faces compared to ex"Plicit evaluative judgments of anti- '
. "
discrimination policies and perceptions of racial discrimination (e.g., Payne, Burkley, & Stokes, ..
2008).2 Thus, when their correspondence in terms of the focal attitude objects is taken into account,
cmTelations between implicit and eJ.'P!icit evaluations tend to be much higher compared to the .
average correlations found in meta-analyses (e.g., Cameron et al., 2012; Hofmann eta!., 2005). T his
issue is important not only for accurate interpretations of correlations between implicit and explicit
evaluations. It also has fundamental implications for research on attitude formation and change,
in chat differential effects on the two kinds of evaluations may be due to differences in their focal
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attitude object (e.g., change in evaluations of anti-discrimination policies, but no change in evaluations of Black and Whites faces) rather than differences in the type of evaluation (e.g., change jn
explicit, but not implicit, evaluations).

The MODE Model

<

Historically, the development of performance-based measures has its origin in the idea that attitudes
: · can be activated automatically and, thereby, influence behavior in the absence of a goal to evalu_,'. ate the relevant target object. This idea is at the core of Fazio's (1990) motivation and opportunity
·: as determinants (MODE) model, which includes specific assumptions about the relation between
· implicit and explicit evaluations. A central assumption of the MODE model is that attitudes are rep.'·1 resented as object-valence associations in memory (Fazio, 1995, 2007).3 To the extent that the link
'·-. between an object and its associated valence is sufficiently strong, encountering the object should
automatically activate the valence associated with the object, which is assumed to be the driving
. . force behind the effects of attitudes on performance-based measures (Fazio et al., 1986).
The downstream effects of automatically activated attitudes on self-reported evaluative judgments
··. are further assumed to depend on people's motivation and opportunity to deliberate. To the extent
that either the motivation or the opportunity to deliberate is low, evaluative judgments are assumed
·· to reflect the automatically activated attitude. Yet, if both the motivation and the opportunity to
deliberate are high, people are assumed to engage in an elaborate analysis of specific attributes of
the target object, which in turn provide the basis for self-reported evaluative judgments. Together,
these assumptions imply that correlations between implicit and explicit evaluations should be high
when either the motivation or the opportunity to engage in deliberate processing is low. In contrast,
correlations between implicit and explicit evaluations should be low when both the motivation and
the opportunity to engage in deliberate processing are high.
. , These predictions have been supported by several studies showing that correlations between
implicit and explicit evaluations tend to be higher when evaluative judgments are provided under
time pressure, which reduces the opportunity to engage in deliberate processing (e.g., Ranganath,
·· Smith, & Nosek, 2008). Conversely, correlations between implicit and explicit evaluations tend to
·:·~ decrease as a function of the time participants take to make an evaluative judgment, which presumably reflects a higher motivation to engage in deliberate processing (e.g., LeBel, 2010). Further
evidence for the predictions of the MODE model comes from research on racial attitudes, showing
that participants with a high motivation to control prejudiced reactions show lower correlations
between implicit and explicit evaluations of racial outgroups compared to participants with a low
·~;· · motivation to control prejudiced reactions (e.g., Dunton & Fazio, 1997; Fazio et aL, 1995). In terms
· ~ of the MODE model, such findings reflect a higher motivation to engage in deliberate processing
· among those who are motivated to control prejudiced reactions, which should reduce the impact of
automatically activated attitudes on self-report evaluative judgments.
y

The APE Model
f.. Another theory that explains the relation between implicit and explicit evaluations is the associative-

propositional evaluation (APE) model (Gawronski & .Bodenhausen, 2006a, 2011). According to
,: the APE model, implicit evaluations are the behavioral outcomes of associative processes; explicit
..:.·· evaluations are the behavioral outcomes of propositional processes. Associative processes are defined
as the activation of mental associations on the basis of feature similarity and spatia-temporal contiguity; propositional processes are defined as the validation of the information implied by activated
associations. A central assumption of the APE model is that the propositional validation of activated
:~ associations involves an assessment of consistency, in that inconsistency requires a reassessment and
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potential revision of one's beliefS (Gawronski, 2012). From this perspective, the relation be~ween <~
implicit and explicit evaluations should depend on whether the evaluation implied by activated ·..
associations is consistent with other information that is considered for a self-repOl'ted evaluative ·...
•
judgment. This information may include nonevaluative beliefs about the world or evaluative beliefs ..
about other attitude objects (Jones & Gerard, 1967) . To the extent that the evaluation implied by
activated associations is consistent with other salient information, it is usually regarded as valid and ·..,
therefore used as a basis for self-reported evaluative judgments. However, if it is inconsistent with ~
other salient infonnation, people may reject the evaluation implied by activated associations in order .J.
to restore cognitive consistency (Gawronski & Strack. 2004).
Although the MODE and the APE model make similar predictions in most cases, the two
theories differ in terms of two central assumptions. First, whereas the MODE model assumes that .•
t
motivation and opportunity are the primary determinants of implicit-explicit relations, the APE
model proposes cognitive consistency as the central proximal factor. To illustrate this difference, 'i
consider Fazio et al. 's (1995) finding that the relation between implicit and explicit evaluations of .
racial outgroups is higher for participants with a low motivation to control prejudice compared to ·
'\!
participants with a high motivation to control prejudice. From the perspective of the APE model,
implicit evaluations reflect spontaneous affective reactions that result from the associations that are
activated in response to members of the target group (e.g., negative affective reaction to African
Americans resulting from negative associations). These reactions may serve as the basis for selfreported evaluative judgments (e.g., I dislike African Americans), unless such a judgment would be
inconsistent with other salient information. In the case of racial prejudice, other salient information .· ·
may include nonevaluative beliefs about racial discrimination (e.g., rlfrican Americans represent a disadvarttagedgroup) and evaluative beliefs about the expression of negative racial judgments (e.g., Negative '
evaluations of disadvamaged groups are wrong). According to the APE model, consistency among these
beliefs may be restored by rejecting one's spontaneous affective reaction as a basis for a self-reported
evaluative judgment (e.g., !like Afiican Americans). Yet, consistency may also be restored by chang-.
ing one's evaluative beliefS about the expression of negative racial judgments (e.g., Negati11e evaluations of disadvantaged groups are okay) or one's nonevaluative beliefs about racial discrimination (e.g.,'·.
African Americans do not represent a disadvantaged group). These considerations lead to the alternative
prediction that high motivation to control prejudice-rooted in negative beliefs about the expression of negative racial judgments--should be insufficient to reduce the relation between implicit and
explicit evaluations of racial oucgroups when participants maintain cognitive consistency by denying
racial discrimination. In this case, a person may report negative feelings towards African Americans
and nevertheless maintain the belief that one should not express negativity towards disadvantaged
groups, because the person denies that African Americans represent a disadvantaged group (akin to ,
the concept of"modern racism"; McConahay, 1986). This prediction has been confirmed in several
studies, showing high correlations between implicit and explicit evaluations of stigmatized groups
when either motivation to control prejudice or perceived discrimination is low (Brochu, Gawron~
ski, & Esses, 2011; Gawronski, Peters, Brochu, & Strack, 2008). Correlations between implicit and .
e:\-plicit evaluations were reduced only when both motivation to control prejudice and perceived dis- ·
crimination were high. These results support the APE model's hypothesis that cognitive consistency
functions as the primary proximal determinant ofimplicit-explicit relations, whereas motivation and
t"$ •
opportunity to deliberate are better understood as distal determinants.
Second, whereas the MODE model assumes that deliberate processing generally reduces the
relation between implicit and explicit evaluations, the APE model assumes that such reductions '
should occur only when the additionally considered information is inconsistent with the evaluation implied by activated associations. To the extent that deliberate processing involves a selective
search for information that supports the validity of this evaluation, deliberate processing may in fact
increase rather than decrease the relation between implicit and explicit evaluations. This hypothesis
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._consistent with research showing that selective search for information that is consistent with the
·~
evaluation
implied by activated associations increases the correlation between implicit and explicit
evaluations (e.g., Galdi, Gawronski, Arcuri, & Friese, 2012; see also Peters & Gawronski, 201la).

Attitude-Behavior Relations
A common question about performance-based measures is whether they predict behavior (for meta.aJWyses, see Cameron et a!., 2012; Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009; Oswald,
Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2013). Although this question is perfectly justified, it does
oot reflect the more nuanced theoretical views that have guided research on the prediction of
beha\rior with performance-based and self-report measures (for reviews, see Friese, Hofinann, &
Schmitt, 2008; Perugini, Richetin, & Zogmeister, 2010) . Instead of focusing on zero-order relations between implicit evaluations and behavioral criteria, research guided by extant theories of
at.t~tude-behavior relations aims to provide answers to the following three questions: (a) What kinds
ofbehaviors do implicit and explicit evaluations predict? (b) Under which conditions do implicit
and explicit evaluations predict behavior? (c) For whom do implicit and e>.'Plicit evaluations predict
bt>havior? (see also Ajzen, Fishbein, Lohmann, & AlbarrJdn, this volume).

The MODE Model
Jn addition to providing a theoretical fi-amework for understanding the relation between implicit
and explicit evaluations, the MODE model includes precise assumptions about their predictive relations to behavior (Fazio, 1990, 2007). According to the MODE model, responses on performancebased and self-report measures do not reflect two distinct types of attitudes (e.g., implicit versus
explicit attitudes). Instead, responses on either type of measure are behavioral expressions of the
same underlying attitude, conceptualized as object-valence association ofv<\rying strength. The central di.fference between the two kinds of measures is that performance-based measures limit participants' opportunity to engage in deliberate processing. As a result, responses on performance-based
measures are relatively independent of participants' motivation to engage in deliberate processing,
sQch that participants are assumed show the same evaluative response regardless of whether their
motivation to engage in deliberate processing is high or low. This situation differs for self-report
measures, which typically do not constrain participants' opportunity to engage in deliberate processing (unless judgments have to be provided under time pressure; see Ranganath et al., 2008). Hence,
responses on self-report measures depend on participants' motivation to engage in deliberate pro;.. cessing, such that participants may report different evaluative judgments depending whether their
motivation to engage in deliberate processing is high or low.
These assumptions have important implications for the prediction ofbehavior with performancebased and self-report measures. According to the MODE model, the predictive relations between
~ either type of measure and behavior depend on the processing conditions imposed by the measurement instrument and the processing conditions of the to-be-predicted behavior. That is, predictive
· relations should be high to the extent that the processing conditions imposed by the measurement
·~ instrument are equivalent to the processing conditions of the to-be- predicted behavior. In contrast,
' \ ;.,: predictive relations should be low to the extent that the processing conditions imposed by the meas~ tht .-'. urement instrument are different from the processing conditions of the to-be-predicted behavior.
ltion.l ."'-, - These hypotheses provide clear and empirieally supported answers to the three central queslal~a· . : tions in theory-based research on attitude-behavior relations. Regarding what kinds of behaviors
fctlVI : are predicted by implicit and explicit evaluations, several studies have found a double-dissociation
b faG! - pattern, such that implicit evaluations outperfom1ed explicit evaluations in the prediction of spoota1 ches~ -neous behavior, whereas explicit evaluations outperformed implicit evaluations in the prediction of
(
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., .
deliberate behavior (for reviews, see Friese, Hofmann, & Schmitt, 2008; Perugini eta!., 2010). For ·-:
example, a common finding in research on racial atritudes is that nonverbal behavior in interracial . · .
interactions shows stronger relations to implicit compared to explicit evaluations, whereas the con- . ·
tent of verbal responses in interracial interactions shows stronger relations to explicit compared to :_jmplicit evaluations (e.g., Dovidio, Kawakami, & Gaertner, 2002; Fazio et al., 1995; see also Penner, -~
Dovidio, Manning, Albrecht, &van Ryn, Volume 2) .
· ;· ..
Regarding the conditions under which implicit and explicit evaluations predict behavior, several ~ ·
studies have found a moderation pattern, such that implicit evaluations outperformed e>.."J>licit evalu- ..
ations in the prediction of a given behavior when the opportunity to engage in deliberate processing ·
is low. In contrast, explicit evaluations outperformed implicit evaluations in the prediction of the
same behavior when the opportunity to engage in deliberate processing is high (for reviews, see ,·
Friese, Hofinann, & Schmitt, 2008; Perugini et al., 2010). For example, in a series of studies, Hof- ·.
mann and colleagues found that the amount of high-calorie foods participants consumed showed a: ··.
stronger relation with implicit than with explicit evaluations when participants' cognitive resources ·~
were taxed while eating the foods. Yet, consumption of high-calorie foods showed a stronger rela- ~ .;'
tion with explicit than with implicit evaluations when participants' cognitive resources were not . ·
taxed (e.g., Hofinann, Rauch, & Gawronski, 2007; Friese, Hofmann, & Wanke, 2008) , Similar ·
findings have been obtained for the prediction of interpersonal behavior in interracial interactions
(Hofmann, Gschwendner, Castelli, & Schmitt, 2008).
_
Finally, regarding whether there are individual differences in the prediction of behavior, several ·studies have found a moderation pattern. Consistent with the predicti<,m s of the MODE model. ~· ·
implicit evaluations have been shown to outperform explicit evaluations in the prediction ofbehav- .·.
ior for people who do not have the motivation or the cognitive capacity to engage in deliberate .
processing. In contrast, explicit evaluations have been shown to outperform implicit evaluations in .
the prediction ofbehavior for people with high motivation and high cognitive capacity to engage ·
in deliberate processing (for reviews, see Friese, Hofmann, & Schmitt, 2008; Perugini et al., 2010) . .
For example, Hofinann, Gschwendner, Friese, Wiers, and Schmitt (2008) found that individual
differences in working memory capacity (WMC) moderated the predictive relation of implicit
and explicit evaluations to a behavioral criterion (e.g., amount of time participants spent looking
at pornographic images). ln their study, implicit evaluations outperformed explicit evaluations in ·
the prediction of behavior for people with low WMC, whereas explicit evaluations outperformed
implicit evaluations for people with high WMC. Similar patterns have been found for individual dif- . .'
ferences in thinking styles, such that explicit evaluations are better predictors ofbehavior for people
with a preference for a deliberative thinking style, whereas implicit evaluations are better predicto~ ·.
of behavior for people with a preference for an intuitive thinking style (e.g., Richetin, Perugini, :
Adjali, & Hurling, 2007; see also Brifiol & Petty, this volume).
.. · · ·
Although the MODE model puts a strong emphasis on the correspondence between the pro- .~·
cessing conditions of the measurement instrument and the to-be-predicted behavior, the theory ~··
includes a number of additional assumptions that petmit a predictive relation of implicit evalua- -~ .
tions to behavior even when their processing conditions do not align. A central assumption of the ·
MODE model is that automatically activated attitudes have the potential to influence the immediate
perception of a stimulus (Fazio, 1990). In such cases, automatically activated attitudes may influence :.
deliberate behavioral decisions to the extent that these decisions are based on people's immediate ; ..
perceptions. Several studies suggest that effects of automatically activated attitudes on immediate ~
1
perceptions tend to be rnore pronounced for ambiguous stimuli. For e."{ample, in a series of studies
by Hugenberg and Bodenhausen (2003), participants were presented with short video clips show- · ·
ing changes in the facial expressions of Black and White men. In one study, the facial expressions ·;
changed from hostile to friendly; in a second study, the &cia! expressions changed from friendly to ·'
hostile. Participants in the first study were asked to press a key when they saw no hostility in the
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faGial expression anymore; participants in the second study were asked to press a key as soon as they
noticed hostility in the facial ex-pression. Results revealed a greater readiness to perceive hostility

in ambiguous expressions of Black faces compared to White faces, and the relative size of this bias
was positively correlated to participants' implicit preference for Whites over Blacks. There was no
relation between biased perceptions of facial expressions and participants' explicit preference for
Whites over Blacks, To the extent that such influences on immediate p erceptions occur outside of
conscious awareness, they likely remain uncorrected even when people have the motivation and the
opportunity to engage deliberate processing (see Gawronski, Geschke, & Banse, 2003) ,
Effects of automatically activated attitudes on the perception of ambiguous information help
to explain why implicit evaluations sometimes predict deliberate behavior over and above e.xplicit
evaluations (see Perugini et al., 2010). For example, several studies have shown that implicit evaluations can help to predict future voting decisions over and 3bove explicit evaluations (e.g., Galdi,
f\rcuri, & Gawronski, 2008; Lundberg & Payne, 2014). The central idea underlying this research is
that automatically activated attitudes may bias the perception ofambiguous infom1ation about the
awailable options (e.g., perception of a candidate's ambiguous performance in a televised debate) .
Thus, to the extent that a person's voting decision is based on their biased perception of ambiguous
Information, implicit evaluations may contribute to the prediction of funue voting decisions via
their effect on th e perception of decision-relevant infom1ation.

The PAST Model
Although the M ODE model includes precise assumptions about the relative superiority of implicit
and explicit evaluations in predicting (a) different kind~ of behavior, (b) behavior under different
processing conditions, and (c) behavior of different individuals, it does not capture multiplicaeive patterns in which implicit and ex-plicit evaluations interact in the prediction of behavior (see
Perugini et al., 2010). Such multiplicative patterns play a central role in the past-attitudes- are-stillthere (PAST) model (Petty, T ormala, Brifiol, &Jarvis, 2006). Similar to Wilson et al.'s (2000) dualattitudes model, the PAST model assumes that implicit evaluations reflect old attitudes that have
not been erased from memory when explicit evaluations changed in response to counterattitudinal
.Information. Such asymmetric effects of counterattitudinal information are asswned to cause an
aversive state ofimplicit ambivalence, which describes the discrepancy between implicit and explicit
evaluations resulting from changes in explicit, but not implicit, evaluations.
According to the PAST model, people are motivated to reduce aversive states ofimplicit ambivalence by engaging in extensive processing of attitude-relevant information. Consistent with this
assumption, several studies have shown interactive effects of implicit and explicit evalUiitions in prediGting enhanced processing of attitude-relevant information. The general pattern obtained in these
studies is that participants with large discrepancies between their implicit and explicit evaluations
of an attitude object show more elaborate processing of information about the object compared to
participants with small discrepancies (e.g., Johnson, Petty, Brinol, & See, 2017; Petty et al., 2006;
Rydell, M cConnell, & Mackie, 2008).
Although the predictiotlS of the PAST model have been confirmed in several studies, the model
does not include any assumptions about directional effects of implicit ambivalence. According to
the theory, it does not matter whether ex-plicit evaluations are positive and implicit evaluations are.
negative, or vice versa (see Johnson et al., 2017; Petty et al., 2006). H ence, the theory is unable
to explain asymmetric interactions in which a given behavior is related to one type of discrepancy
but not the other, For example, in research on self-esteem, combinations of high explicit positivity and low implicit positivity toward the self have been shown to predict narcissistic tendencies,
favoritism of one's ingroup over outgroups, and dissonance- related attitude change (e.g., J or dan,
Spencer, Zaona, H oshino-Browne, & Correll, 2003). These predictive patterns did not generalize
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to combina~ions of low explicit positivity and high implicit positivity toward the sdf. Without
additional assumptions, the PAST model is unable to explain why these behaviors are predicted
by one type of discrepancy, but not by the other type. Another challenge for the PAST model is
the large body of research showing changes in implicit, but not explicit, evaluations (e.g., Gaw-.'
ronski & LeBel, 2008; Gibson, 2008; Grumm et al., 2009; Olson & Fazio, 2006) . As we noted
earlier in this chapter, these findings contradict the hypothesis chat explicit evaluations reflect
recently acquired attitudes, whereas implicit evaluations reilect old attitudes that have been erased
from memory.
·,.;

The Reflective-Impulsive Model
Although Serack and Deutsch's (2004) reflective- impulsive model (RJM) is not an attitude theory~
the strict sense of the term, its broader assumptions about the processes underlying human behavior
have inspired a considerable body of research on attitude-behavior relations. The R IM argues that
human behavior is guided by two systems of information processing: the rdlective system (RS) and
the impulsive system (IS), Even though the two systems are asswned to operate in parallel, the rs
enjoys prioricy over the RS, in that the operation of the RS depends on the availability of cognitive
resources whereas the operation the IS is claimed to be resource-independent. The RIM further
assumes that the IS operates on the basis of simple associative links between elements that are formed
and activated according to the principles of similarity and contiguity. Information processing in the
RS is assumed to involve prepositionally represented relations between elements that are tagged
with truth values (i.e., true vs. false). These operating characteristics make the RS capable of performing various operations that cannot be performed by the IS. the most important being the precessing of negations and representations of the future. Thus, although activated associations in the IS
provide the basis for propositional representations in the RS, the two systems can lead to different
behavioral outcomes if processing in the RS involves the negation of activated associations in the lS
(see Deutsch, Gawronski, & Strack, 2006) or the discounting of currently available options in the
light of future options (see Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999).
ln terms of the RJM, implicit evaluations can be understood as the antecedent of impulsive tendencies to approach or avoid an object generated by the IS. Such impulsive tendencies may sometimes conflict with a person's explicit evaluations, which can be understood as reflective judgrn~nts
ofthat object generated by the RS. According to the RlM, the critical clifference between the tW0
kinds of responses is that reflective judgments can go beyond impulsive tendencies by (a) negating
the associations that gave rise to an impulsive tendency and (b) consider future outcomes that leave.
impulsive tendencies unaffected. As such, the RIM has been particularly influential in research on
self-regulatory confliCtS between impulsive tendencies and reflective judgments, including researah
on food consumption and sexual behavior (for a review, see Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009). Far
example, Friese, Hofmann, and Wanke (2008) found that consumption of high-calorie foods under
conditions of limited capacity was positively related to implicit, but not explicit, evaluations of the
relevant foods. In contrast, consumption of high-calorie foods under control conditions were pos~
tively related to explicit, but not implicit, evaluations. Similarly, Hofmann, Gschwendner, Friese,
Wiers, and Schmitt (2008) showed that the amount of time participants spent looking at porno~
graphic images was predicted implicit, but not explicit, evaluations of pornography for participanU
with low WMC. In contrast, for participants with high WMC, looking times were predicted by
explicit, but not implicit, evaluations of pornography. Although these findings are broadly consistentwith the predictions of the MODE model, the RIM suggests a slighdy different interpretation bJ,
treating implicit evaluations as a precursor of impulsive tendencies to approach or avoid an obj~a
and explicit evaluations as a precursor of reflective action plans that go beyond immediate hedont~
tendencies (see Hofinann et al., 2009).
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Attitude Formation and Change
Expanding on the unique roles of implicit and explicit evaluations in the prediction of behav-

ior, a substantial body of research has aimed to identify the antecedents of the two kinds of
evaluations. This agenda is particularly prominent in research on attitude formation and change,
which has shown various dissociations in the antecedents of implicit and explicit evaluations
}for a review, see Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). Whereas some smdies demonstrated
change on explicit but not implicit evaluations (e.g., Gawronski & Strack, 2004; Gregg, Seibt, &
Banaji, 2006), others demonstrated change on implicit but not explicit evaluations (e.g., Gibson, 2008; Olson & Fazio, 2006). Yet, other studies found corresponding effects on explicit and
implicit evaluations (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001; Whitfield & Jordan, 2009), and some studies
found changes in opposite directions on the two kinds of evaluations (e.g., Moran & BarAnan, 2013; Rydell, McConnell, Mackie, & Strain, 2006). These inconsistent patterns posed
a ch;1llenge to earlier theories of attitude fonnation and change (e.g.. Chaiken, Liberman, &
B~gly, 1989; Kruglansk.i & Thompson, 1999; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), which inspired the
development of new theories to explain (and ideally predict) dissociations in the antecedents
of implicit and explicit evaluations (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a; Petty, Briiiol, &
DeMarree, 2007) .

The APE Model
One example of a theory aimed to explain these dissociations is the associative-propositional
evaluation (APE) model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a, 2011), which distinguishes berween
the activation of associations in memory (associative process) and the validation of momentarily
activated information (propositional process). As we explained earlier in this chapter, the APE model
assumes that processes of association activation are driven by principles of similarity and contiguity; processes of propositiqnal validation are assumed to be guided by principles of cognitive
consistency . The distinction between associative and propositional processes is further Unked to
implicit and explicit evaluations, such that implicit evaluations are assumed to reflect the outGames of associative processes, whereas e:x'Plicit evaluations are assumed to re:flect the outcomes
of propositional processes. Drawing on several assumptions about mutual interactions between
i!Ssociative and propositional processes, the APE model implies precise predictions regarding the
conditions under which a given factor should lead to (a) changes in impUcit but not explicit
evaluations, (b) changes in explicit but not implicit evaluations, and (c) corresponding changes in
explicit and implicit evaluations.
According to the APE model, changes in implicit but not explicit evaluations should occur when
(a) a given factor alters the structure of associations in memory and at the same time (b) these newly
created associations are rejected as a basis for self-reported judgments because of their inconsistency
with other salient information. Resonating with the idea of associative learning in evaluative conditioning (EC; see De Houwer, Thomas, & Baeyens, 2001), dus pattern has been observed when (a)
a well-known conditioned stimulus (CS) was repeatedly paired with a positive or negative unconditioned stimulus (US) and (b) participantS considered other information about the CS that led them
to reject the newly the formed association as a basis for their self-reported judgments about the CS
(e.g., Gawronski & LeBel, 2008; Gibson, 2008; Grumm et al., 2009; Karpinski & Hilton, 2001;
Olson & Fazio, 2006) , However, when participants were encouraged to rely on their spontaneous
"gut" feelings toward the CS, implicit and explicit evaluations typically showed corresponding
effects, in chat both reflected the valence implied by the CS-US pairings (e.g., Gawronski & LeBel,
~008; Grumm et al., 2009). The latter finding is consistent with the APE model's prediction that
both implicit and explicit evaluations should show change when (a) a given factor alters the structure
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of associations in memory and (b) these newly created associations are accepted as a valid basis for
self-reported judgments.
Another prediction of the APE model is that changes in explicit but not implicit evaluation~
should occur when (a) a given factor influences the perceived validity of an existing association, •
and at the same rime (b) mere negation of validity does not result in the formation of new asso- ·v
ciations. According to the APE model, this case is most likely when newly acquired information I
leads to inconsistency within a set of salient beliefS, and the resulting inconsistency is resolved by ,·;
• J
rejecting activated associations as a basis for self-reported judgments. In line with these assump-' :
tions, Gawronski and Strack (2004) found that cognitive dissonance arising from induced compli- ·· i
ance (Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959; see also Harmon-Jones, Armstrong, & Olson, this volume) led .·,
to changes in explicit but not implicit evaluations (see also Wilson et al., 2000). The same pattern · :.
has been observed in paradigms where previously acquired information is discredited a~ invalid, .:
and participants are asked to mentally reverse the previously preseo~ed information. For example, 'J
Gregg et al. (2006) presented participants with positive information about a Group A and negative . ·.
information about another Group B. After the impression formation task, participants were told . ··
to mentally reverse this information, such that the positive information was supposed to refer to .;
Group B and the negative information was supposed to refer to Group A. Whereas explicit evaluations showed a full reversal, implicit evaluations continued to reflect the content of the initial
information.
A critical aspect in these studies is that the discrediting infom1atioo invoJves a simple "negation", ~ I
of activated associations, which may lead to a rejection of these association~ for self-reported judgments. Yet, mere rejection of a given association does not necessarily lead to a deactiva~on of Wlis .·
association (see Deutsch et al., 2006). In fuct, repeated negations may often have ironic effects, in. :1
that they strengthen the associative link that is supposed to be undone. For example, rejecting the
proposition "old people are bad drivers" as false may have counterintentional effects at the associative level, in that it may strengthen the associative link between old people ~nd bad drivers. Consistent
with this hypothesis, Gawronski, Deutsch, Mbirkou, Seibt, and Strack (2008) found that repeated
negation of racially biased associations (e.g., Black-hostile) enhanced rather than reduced racial bias
on implicit evaluations (but see Johnson, Kopp, & Petty, 2018). A successful reduction occurred
only when participants repeatedly affirmed the opposite (e.g., Black-friendly). The latter finding ·
resonates with the APE model's prediction that both implicit and ex'Plicit evaluations should show
change when (a) a given factor influences the perceived validity of propositional informacion and
at the same time (b) affirmation of this information leads to the formation of new associations.
Consistent with this prediction, several studies have shown that that newly acquired verbal information about positive or negative characteristics of an object influenc~s both implicit and explicit ·
evaluations of that object (e.g., Cone & Ferguson, 2015; Gawronski & Walther, 2008; Wl1itfield &
Jordan, 2009).
,~
To summarize the different patterns of change that can emerge as a result of interactions between
associative and propositional processes, Gawronski and Bodeohausen (2006a) provided a schematic
overview that includes the following four cases.
.

,,

Case 1: A direct effect on associative representations with the newly formed associations being
accepted by a propositional validity assessment. This pattern is assl.lmed to lead to corresponding changes in implicit and e>..'J'licit evaluations, with changes in e~'Plicit evaluations being
mediated by changes in implicit evaluations (see Figure 4.1, upper left panel).
Case 2: A direct effect on associative representations with the newly formed associations being
rejected by a propositional validity assessment. This pattern is assumed to lead to changes irl
implicit but not explicit evaluations (see Figure 4.1 , upper right panel) .
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Flgtlre 4. 1 Potential direct and indirect influences of an external factor on associative and propositional
processes underlying changes in implicit and explicit evaluations according to the associativepropositional evaluation (APE) model.
Tlun arrows depict direct effects of an external factor on either associative or propositional processes and influences of the
two processes on implicit and explicit evaluations; fat arrows depict mutual influences betWeen associative and propositiOnal processes, with solid arrows depicting the presence of an effect and open arrows the absence of an effect.
Source: Adapted from Gawronslci a11d Bodenhausen (2011); reprinted with permission.

Case 3: A direct effect on the process of propositional validity assessment that leads to a rejection
of existing associations. This pattern is assumed to lead to changes in explicit but not implicit
evaluations (see Figure 4.1, lower left panel).
Case 4: A direct effect on the process of propositional validity assessment that leads co the formation of new associations. This pattern is assumed to lead to corresponding changes on implicit
and explicit evaluations, with changes in implicit evaluations being mediated by changes in
explicit evaluations (see Figure 4.1, lower right panel).
Expanding on these cases, Gawronski and Bodenhausen (2006a) also discussed various combinations of the four basic patterns involving multiple factors with different effects. For example,
opposite effects on implicit and explicit evaluations have been observed when repeated CS-US
pairings suggest an evaluation that is opposite to the one implied by newly acquired propositional
information (e.g.• Moran & Bar-Anan, 2013; Rydell et al., 2006). In such cases, implicit evaluations reflected the valence implied by the CS-US pairings, whereas explicit evaluations reflected the
valence of the newly acquired propositional information.
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The Metacognitive Model
The metacognitive model (MCM; Petty et al ., 2007) is a conceptual extension of the PAST model
(Petty et aL, 2006), designed to reconcile some inconsistencies between the theory and the available
evidence. As we noted earlier in this chapter, the PAST model assumes that implicit evaluations
reflect old attitudes that have not been erased from memory after explicit evaluations have changed
in response to counterattitudinal information. Yet, in contrast to this assumption, a considerable
body of research has shown changes in implicit but not e.~licit evaluations (e.g. , Gawronski &
LeBel, 2008; Gibson, 2008; Grumm et al., 2009; Olson & Fazio , 2006). To reconcile this inconsistem.:y, the MCM draws on Fazio's (1995) assumption that attitudes are represented as object-valence
associations in memory. A central assumption of the MCM is that exposure to counterattitudinal
information creates a new counterattitudinal association in addition to the pre-existing attitudinal
association. Which of these conflicting associations determines implicit and explicit evaluations is
claimed to depend on (a) the relative strength of each association and (b) stored validity tags th<1t
qualify one of these associations as true and the other one as false (e.g., one validity tag qual.ifYing the
new counterattitudinal association as true and another validity tag qual.ifYing the initial attitudinal
association as false; see Figure 4.2).
According to the MCM, implicit evaluations exclusively depend on the relative strength of the
conflicting object-valence associations. Because associations involving validity tags are assumed to
be weaker compared to object-valence associations, the impact of validity tags should depend on
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Fig11re 4.2 Associative representations of conftjcting attitudinal and counterattitudinal information tagged as
either true or false according to the metacognitive model (MCM).
Thin lines depict weak associations; fat lines depict strong associatioru.
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whether people are motivated and able to engage in the effortful process of retrieving validity tags

ftotn memory. Thus, stored validity tags should influence only explicit, but not implicit, evaluations.
from this perspective, the effectiveness of a given factor in changing implicit evaluations should
depend on whether this factor js capable of creating a new counterattitudinal association that is
itronger than the pre-existing attitudinal association. To the extent that the new counterattitudinal
association is stronger than the pre-existing attitudinal association, implicit evaluations should reflect
the newly acquired counterattitudinal information. Y ct, if the new counterattitudinal association is
weaker than the pre-existing attitudinal association, implicit evaluations should reflect the valence of
the initial attitude. Moreover, if the two kinds of associations are equal in strength, implicit evaluations should show a pattern ofambivalence, such that exposure to the attitude object should activate
b0 th associations to the same extent (e.g .• De Liver, Vander Pligt, & Wigboldus, 2007; Petty et al.,
7006),

As for changes in explicit evaluations, the MCM assumes that the effectiveness of a given factQr depends on which of the two conflicting associations is tagged as true and which association
is tagged as false. If the pre-existing attitudinal association is tagged as true and the newly formed
counterattitudinal association is tagged as false, explicit evaluations should reflect the valence of the
jnitial attitude. In contrast, if the pre-existing attitudinal association is tagged as false and the newly
{armed counterattitudinal association is tagged as true, explicit evaluations should reflect the valence
of the newly acquired col.mterattitudinal information.
By virtue of these assumptions, the MCM is able to explain almost every possible pattern of
€hange in implicit and explicit evaluations (see Figure 4.2). For example, changes in implicit, but
not explicit, evaluations are explained by the formation of a new counterattitudinal association that
is (a) stronger than the irutial attitudinal association and (b) tagged as false (see Figure 4.2, upper left
panel). Conversely, changes in explicit, but not implicit, evaluations are e>..-plained by the formation
of' a new counterattitudinal association that is (a) weaker than the initial attitudinal association and
(P) tagged as true, with the initial attitudinal association being tagged as false (see Figure 4.2, upper
r:ight panel). Moreover, corresponding changes in implicit and explicit evaluations are explained by
ehe formation of a new counterattitudinal association that is (a) monger than the initial attitudinal
association and (b) tagged as true, with the initial attitudinal association being tagged as false (see
Figure 4.2, lower left panel). Finally, there should be no change in either implicit or explicit evalu.,.
ations when a given factor produces a new counterattitudinal association that is (a) weaker than the
initial attitudinal association and (b) tagged as false (see Figure 4.2, lower right panel).
Importantly, these predictions are based on the assumptions that (a) a person has conflicting evaluative associations with an attitude object and (b) the person is motivated and able to engage in the
effortful process of retrieving stored validity tags from memory. If there are no conflicting evalu~tive
associations, retrieval of validity tags is not necessary, and implicit and explicit evaluations should
directly reflect the existing object-valence association (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001) . Moreover, if the
person is not motivated or unable co engage in the effortful process of retrieving stored validity tags,
explicit evaluations should show the pattern predicted for implicit evaluations, such that explicit
evaluations should reflect the relative strength of the rwo conflicting associations irrespective of
~tored validity tags (e.g., Wilson et al., 2000) .
. Although these assumptions allow the MCM to explain a broad range of empirical findings,
the model does not include specific assumptions about the conditions under which each of the
Observed patterns should occur (see Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006b). As such, the model has
\trong explanatory, but weak predictive, power. Another limitation of the MCM is that it is unable
to n'Piain different mediation patterns when implicit and explicit evaluations show corresponding effects. For example, repeated CS-US pairings have been shown to influence both implicit
amd explicit evaluations, with changes in e:x-plicit evaluations being fully mediated by changes in
h~plicit evaluations (e.g., Whitfield, & Jordan, 2009). Conversely, acquisition of new propositional
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information has been shown to influence both implicit and explicit evaluations, with changes in
implicit evaluations being fully mediated by changes in explicit evaluations (e.g., Whitfield, & Jordan. 2009). These findings are consistent with the predictions of the APE model, but they are not
·
captured by the MCM.

Context Effects
Counter to initial claims that implicit evaluations are resistant to context effects, a substantial body of
research has shown that implicit evaluations of the same object can differ depending on the context ·
in which it is encountered (for a review, see Gawronski & Sritharan, 2010). For example, in one
of the first demonstrations of such context effect&, Wittenbrink, Judd, and Park (2001) found that a
picture of an African American man elicited less favorable implicit evaluations when this person was '
presented against a graffiti wall than when the same person was presented in the context of a family ·
barbeque. Similarly, Reefs et al. (2006) found that implicit evaluations of high-fat foods were more
favorable when these foods were presented in a context emphasizing palatability (i.e., restaur.mt)
than when they were presented in a context emphasizing health (i.e., hospital). To date, research
has identified a wide range of contextual factors that influence implicit evaluations, including exposure to liked or disliked exemplars (Dasgupta & Greenwald, 2001); salient categories (e.g., Mitchell,
Nosek, & Banaji, 2003); social roles (e.g., Richeson & Ambady, 2003); affiliation motivation (e.g,,
Sinclair, Lowery, H ardin, & Colangelo, 2005); goal pursuit (e.g., Ferguson & Bargh, 2004); and
emotional states (e.g., DeSteno, Dasgupta, Bartlett, & Cajdric, 2004). ln fact, the pervasive evidence
for context effects on implicit evaluations has led some researchers to conclude that it seems more
difficult to find evidence for context-independence than context-dependence (Schwarz, 2007).
To account for these findings, attitude researchers have proposed distinct mechanisms that explain
context effects on implicit evaluations.

Context-Dependent Categorization
The first account, most prominently represented by Fazio (2007), argues chat people have relatively
stable object-valence associations stored in memory. To the extent that the associative link between
the two is sufficiently strong, the valence that is associated with an object becomes activated auto-·
matically upon encountering the object, which in turn influences implicit evaluations of that object.
Context effects on implicit evaluations are attributed to the fact that virtually all objects can be cate-gorized in multiple ways. For CJ~:an1ple, a young Mrican American man may be categorized in tenus
of his age, race, or gender. Yet, categorization l:lSually occurs in terms of a single dimension instead
of all possible categories (Kawakam.i, Amodio, & Hugenberg, 20'17). Hence, contextual cues can
influence implicit evaluations when they influence how a given object is categorized (e.g., Mitchell
et al., 2003; Olson & Fazio, 2003; but see Gawronski, Cunningham, LeBel, & Deutsch, 2010). [n
the above example, the young African American man may elicit a more favorable response when he
is categorized in terms of his age (activating positive stereotypical associations related to the category
of young people) than when he is categorized in terms of his race (activating negative stereotypical
associations related to the category Afi'ican Americans). Thus, to the extent that contextual cue.s
influence which feature is used to categorize an attitude object, it may moderate the associations
that are activated upon encountering the object and, thus, implicit evaluations of that object. Sueh.
context effects are not limited to orthogonal categories but may also involve the use ofhierarchically
structured subcategories. For example, the same African American man may elicit a more favorable.
implicit evaluation when contextual cues promote a categorization of this person as a Black lawyer
than when they promote a categorization in terms of the superordinate category Mrican American
(e.g .. Barden. Maddux, Petty & Brewer, 2004). Thus, from the perspective of this account, conte>.'t
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effects on implicit evaluations are explained by the hypotheses that (a) people have relatively stable
cafcgory representations, (b) any object can be categorized in multiple ways, and (c) contextual cues
infiuencc which of the applicable category representations is used to categorize the target object.

Context-Dependent Construction
The second account. most prominently represented by Schwarz (2007), rejects the notion of enduring dispositional tendencies as it is reflected in many definitions of the attitude construct (e.g,
Eagly & Chaiken, 1993) . Instead, this account argues that both implicit and explicit evaluations are
constructed on the spot on the basis of momentarily accessible concepts (see also Schwarz & Lee, this
volume). Accessibility of mental concepts is further assumed to depend on specific features of the
context. For example, environmental cues may influence the momentary accessibility of positive or
negative exemplars of a given category (e.g., the context of a basketball court may activate different
exemplars of the category African American than the context of a graffiti wall), which may moderate the quality of evaluative responses eo oth er members of the same category (see Lord & Lepper,
1999). From a constructivist perspective, context effects on implicit evaluations do not represent
~xceptions to the presumed rule of context-independence. Instead, context-dependence is regarded
ilS the default, with contex"t-independence being the incidental outcome of highly similar contexts
U1a~ activate the same concepts. Varying levels of context-similarity can also explain different levels
pf stability over time, in that implicit evaluations rnay show higher levels of temporal stability when
they occur in the same context than when they occur different contexts (e.g., Gschwendner, H of(l13nn, & Schmitt, 2008) .

Context·Dependent ActivatiotJ
A third explanation adopts a view that is somewhere in-between representational and constructivist
atcounts. According to this account, people can have a wide range of conflicting evaluative associations with regard to a particular object. Yet, encountering the object usually activates only a subset
Qf these dormant associations, such that implicit evaluations depend on the net valence of the assoc..'iated concepts that are activated in response to a given object (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen,
2006a, 2011). Drawing on the notion of pattern matching in connectionist models (Smith, 1996),
this account further assumes that the particular concepts that are activated in response to an object
are constrained by (a) the overall set of input stimuli and (b) the pre-existing structure of associations in memory. Importantly, the overall set of input stimuli is assumed to include not only the
televant target object but also momentarily available context cues. H owever, whereas constructivi'St accounts imply a direct activation of mental concepts by contextual cues, the notion of pattern
rnatching implies that context effects on the activation of associated concepts are constrained by
' · the pre-existing structure of dormant associations in memory, For example, the repre,sentation of
a given person may involve mental associations with both positive and negative experiences and
contextual cues may influence which of these associations are activated in response to that person.
Thus, contextual cues should influence implicit evaluations of a given object when they promote
the activation of associated concepts of different valence (e.g., Ma, Correll, & Wjttenbrink, 2016).

Context-Dependent Renewal
Although the three accounts can explain the available evidence for context effects on implicit evaluations, their explanations may be criticized as vague, in that they can explain almost every possible
finding in a post hoc fashion without allowing a derivation of novel predictions. A particularly
important limitation in this regard is that the three accounts do not include testable predictions
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about the conditions under which implicit evaluations should be context-dependent or context- . ~
independent. One account that has been proposed to overcome this limitation is based on the
notion of context-dependent renewal in aninullearning (Gawronski & Cesario, 2013). A common finding in animal learning is that effects of extinction or counterconditioning of a previously
conditioned response are often limited to the context in which extinction and counterconditioning ·.
occurred, in that the initial conditioned response recurs in the initial conditioning context or a novel
context (for a review, see Bouton, 2004). Animal researchers have used the term ABA renewal to ·
describe the finding that an initial response that was acquired in Context A re-emerges in Context
A after a different response was learned in a different Context B (e.g., Bouton & Bolles, 1979; Bouton & Peck, 1989). The telin ABC renewal is used to describe the finding that an initial response that
was acquired in Context A re-emerges in a novel Context C after a different response was learned .
in Context B (e.g., Bouton & Bolles, 1979; Bouton & Brooks, 1993). Finally, the term AAB renewal ·
is used to describe the finding that an initial response that was acquired in Context A re-emerges -:
in a novel Context B after a different response was learned in Context.A (e.g., Bouton & Ricker:, ·
1994; Tarnai & Nakajima, 2000). Expanding oo these findings, several studies with human partici- ·
pants have found similar patterns of context effects after experimentally induced changes in implicit
evaluations (e.g., Gawronski, Rydell, Vervliet, & De Houwer, 2010; Rydell & Gawronski, 2009;
Ye, Tong, Chiu, & Gawronski, 2017).
To account for these patterns, Gawronski, Rydell et al. (2010) argued that expost1re to
expectancy-violating counterattitudinal informacion enhances attention tO the context, which lead$ ,
to an integration of the context into the representation of the counterattitudinal information (e.g.,
Gawronski, Ye, Rydell, & De Houwer, 2014). As a result, counterattitudinal information influences '
implicit evaluations only in the context in which the counteratcitudinal information was learned,
whereas initial attitudinal information continues to determine implicit evaluations in any other
context, including the context of the initial attitudinal informacion or a novel conte.xt in which the
attitude object had not been encountered before.
An interesting aspect of context-dependent renewal is that it implies specific predictions regarding the conditions under which implicit evaluations should show evidence for context-dependenGe.
and the conditions under which they should show evidence for context-independence. First, if '
initial attitudinal information about a novel object is acquired in a particular Context A and then
challenged by counterattitudinal informacion in another Context B, compa1ing implicit evaluations
across Contexts A and B should reveal inconsistent responses across the two contexts, Whereas .
implicit evaluations in Context A should reflect the initial attitudinal information, implicit evalu- ·
ations in Context B should reflect the counterattitudina.l infomtation. Second, if initial attitudinal
information about a novel object is acquired in a particular Context A and then challenged by counterattituclinal infom1ation in another Context B, comparing implicit evaluations 'in Context B to
implicit evaluations in a novel Context C should also reveal inconsht~nt responses. Whereas implicit
evaluations in Context B should reflect the councerattitudinal infom1ation, implicit evaluations in
Context C should reflect the initial attitudinal inf01mation. Third, if initial attitudinal information
about a novel object is acquired in a particular Context A and then challenged by counterattitudinal
inf01mation in another Context B, implicit evaluations in a novel Context C should be consistent
with implicit evaluations in Context A. In this case, implicit evaluations should reflect the initial
attitudinal information in both Context A and Context C. Finally, if initial attitudinal informauon
about a novel object is acquired in a particular Contex't A and then challenged by counterattitudi~
nal information in the same Context A, comparing implicit evaluations in Context A to implicit
evaluations in a novel Context B should reveal inconsistent responses. Whereas implicit evaluations
in Context A should reflect the counterattitudinal information, implicit evaluations in Context B
should reflect the initial attitudinal information. These patterns have been empirically confirmed in
several studies on the formation and change of interpersonal attitudes (for reviews, see Gawronski &
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Cesario, 2013; Gawronski, Rydell, De Houwel', Brannon, Ye, Vervliet, & Hu, 2018). Although
the potion of context-dependent renewal does not explain the full range of context effects that
ha.ve been demonstrated in the literature (for a review, see Gawronski & Sritharan, 2010), it generates testable predictions about the conditions under which implicit evaluations should be concextd¢pendem or context-independent.

Controversies, Caveats, and Current Themes
AI~hough performance-based measures have inspired an exponentially growing body of research

(Gawronski & Payne, 2010), they have also ignited some heated debates about their conceptual
meaning. Current research in this area is further characterized by controversies about the stability of
implicit evaluations, their actual usefulness in prediction ofbehavior, and the nature of their underlying processes and representations. l n the final section, we address these debates, discussing (a) the
c;oatribution of personal and cultural factors to implicit evaluations, (b) the prediction of behavior
oy implicit evaluations, (c) their presumed stability and resistance to change. (d) alternative accounts
of implicit evaluation that reject the idea of mental associations, and (e) measurement issues arising
ftom the processes underlying performance-based instruments.

Person Versus Culture
A common question about performance-based measmes is whether they capture a person's real attitudes or just cultural associations. The former idea resonates with the argument that performancebased measures are less susceptible to strategic control than self-report measures. Th~ latter idea
is based on the argument that implicit evaluations may be influenced by incidental aspects of
0ne's environment that do not reflect a p erson's true belie&. This concern has been raised about
perf'ormance-based measures in general (e.g., Arkes & Tetlock, 2004) and particularly about the IAT
(e,g., &!rpinsk:i & Hilton, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2004). To evaluate the validity of this concern,
we deem it important to distinguish between a philosophical and an empirical aspect of the debate.
The philosophical aspect concerns ~he question of which type of behavior should be regarded
as a reflection of a person's true self. On the one hand, there is the view that a person's true self is
revealed when intentional control fails. On the other hand, there is the equally plausible view that a
person's true self is l'eflected in what the person consciously intends to do or say. Whereas the first
interpretation equates the true self with uncontrolled behavior, the second interpretation equates
the true self with intentionally controlled behavior. To the extent that implicit evaluations reflect
tesponses under conditions cflimited control and eA'Plicit evaluations reflect intentionally controlled
J:esponses, the two philosophical views have conflicting implications about whether implicit ·or
e>.;plicit evaluations reflect a person's true self (Gawronski, Peters, & LeBel, 2008). However, the
preference for either of the two interpretations is a matter of philosophical views rather than empirical observation. Thus, even though implicit evaluations clearly fall into the category of uncontrolled
behavior, any depiction ofimplicit evaluations as revealing the true self depends on the subjectively
preferred conceptualization of the true self, which is a phi1o"Sophical question, not an empirical one.
The empirical aspect of the debate concerns the questions of whether implicit evaluations are
i·nfluenced by aspects of one's cultural environment that are not reflected in one's personal beliefS,
:lnd tf so, whether behavior is more strongly influenced by a person's endorsed beliefS or by associati<:>llS arising from a person's cultural environment. Both questions can be answered on the basis of
research reviewed in this chapter. As for the first question, research on EC suggests that implicit
e\laluations are highly sensitive to incidental co-occurrences between stimuli in the environment
~ven when explicit evaluations do not show any effect of the observed co-occurrences (e.g., Gawronski & LeBel, 2008; Gibson, 2008; Grumm et al., 2009; Olson & Fazio, 2006). Importantly,
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whether observed co-occurrences influence explicit evaluations has been shown to depend on (a) .
the consideration of other information about the target o~ject and (b) the consistency of this information with the evaluation implied by the observed co-occurrences (e.g., Gawronski & LeBel,
2008; Grumm et al., 2009). From this perspective, the apparent conflict between the two views ·
does not map onto two distinct types of mental associations (e.g., personal associations versus cultural associations; see Olson & Fazio, 2004). Instead, the debate becomes obsolete because the overt
endorsement of mental associations depends on the processes that determine their use for evaluative
r
judgments. Moreover, the reviewed research on the prediction of behavior suggests that memal
associations can influence behavior even when they are rejected as a basis for evaluative judgmentS.
Yet, as we noted in the preceding sections, their behavior.U impact is moderated by various factors
related to the type of behavior (e.g., Fazio et al., 1995); the conditions under which the behavior . ·
is performed (e.g., Hofinann et al., 2007); and individual characteristics of the person who is per- ·~
forming the behavior (e.g., Richetin ec al., 2007). From this perspective, the presumed boundary
between personal and cultural associations becomes rather blurry and difficult to defend at a conceptual level, which undermines the basis for the debate about whether implicit evaluations reflect
a person's real attitudes or just cultural associations (for a more detailed discussion, see Gawromk.i,
Peters, & LeBel, 2008) .

Prediction of Behavior
Although numerous individual studies support the predictive validity of performance-based measures (for reviews, see Friese, Hofinann, & Schmitt 2008; Perugini et al., 2010), some researchers'
have raised doubts about whether their measurement outcomes are indeed related to meaningful ·
behavior. The most serious challenge in this regard is a meta-analysis on the predictive validity of
intergroup IATs by Oswald et al. (2013). The central finding of their meta-analysis is that IA'fi
designed to measure intergroup bias were relatively poor predictors of intergroup judgments and .
behavior and performed no better than direct self-report measures. Overall, lA Ts of racial bias .
showed a meta-analytic correlation of r = .15 with intergroup behavior and IATs ofinterethnic bias
showed a meta-analytic correlation of r = .12, which were similar in size to the correlations obtained
for self-report measures.
Although these fmdings are frequently cited as evidence for methodological ftaws of the IAT, it
is important to keep in mind that dual-process theories of attitude-behavior relations do not predict
high zero-order correlations for aggregated behavioral criteria (e.g., Fazio, 2007; Strack & Deutsch,
2004). Instead, these theories put a strong emphasis on the notion that predictive relations ofimplicit
and explicit evaluations to overt behavior depend on the type of behavior that is predicted (e.g.,
spontaneous vs. deliberate), the conditions under which the to-be-predicted behavior is performed .
(e.g., high versus low cognitive capacity), and characteristics of the person' who is performing the :.
to-be-predicted behavior (e.g., preference for intuitive versus deliberate thinking styles). Depending
on these theoretically derived moderators, behavior should be predicted by either implicit or explicit
evaluations. Thus, to the extent that these moderators are not taken into account, aggregate analyses
should reveal small positive relationships, as in Oswald et al. 's (2013) meta-analysis. Of course, there ,
is no guarantee that future meta-analyses will support the moderators proposed by dual-processes
theories of attitude-behavior relations. Yet, the results of earlier meta-analyses are largely consistent
with these theories, showing that implicit evaluations outperform explicit evaluations in the predic-,.
tion of spontaneous behavior, whereas explicit evaluations outperform implicit evaluations in the ·
prediction of deliberate behavior (Cameron et al., 2012; Greenwald et al., 2009; see also Dovidio,
Brigham, Johnson, & Gaertner, 1996) .~
Another problem is that the notion of measurement conespondence (see Ajzen & Fishbein,
1977) is rarely taken into account in studies on the prediction ofbehavior with performance-basecl
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ae:3sures. A notable exception is a study by Amodio and Devine (2006) that used two lATs of
:mpltcit race bias-one m~asuriog.ht~plicit e:aluation.s and _one ~easuring implicit ste~eotyping~to
redict different aspects of mterraClal mteract10ns. In line Wlth their hypotheses, Amodio and Devme
Lund that the evaluative IAT, but not the stereotyping IAT, predicted the physical distance paroL>ipants kept from an African American interaction partner. Conversely, the stereotyping IAT, but
not the evaluative lAT, predicted participants' expectations about the performance of the African
•.o\merican interaction partner in an upcoming academic test. To the extent that the correspondence
between the constructs measured by the two IATs and the to-be-predicted behaviors is ignored
~n:d predictive relations are aggregated across measures in meta-analytic reviews (e.g., Oswald et al.,
1013), the outcome is a small positive average correlation that fails to capture the nuances of the
opgjnal, theoretically predicted finding. Similar concerns can be raised about individual studies,
1\\P.PY of which have paid little attention to issues of measurement conespondence in the relation
between implicit evaluations and to-be-predicted behavior. Thus, if measurement correspondence
1 ~ ~~ken into account, the observed relations may turn out to be much higher compared to what is
lllggesced by previous meta-analytic reviews (e.g., Cameron et al., 2012; Greenwald et al., 2009;
O$wald et al., 2013).
Nevertheless, it is important to note a more fundamental problem that can undermine the utility
Gf performance-based measures in predicting behavior. Counter to the widespread assumption that
1rnphcit evaluations are highly stable, longitudinal studies suggest that implicit evaluations are actu•lly less stable over time than explicit evaluations. For example, across two longitudinal studies that
COP1pared the temporal stability of implicit and explicit evaluations (measured by the IAT and the
AMP) in multiple content domains (e.g., racial attitudes, political attitudes) over a period of 1 to 2
m,oaths, Gawronski, Morrison, Phills, and Galdi (2017) found a weighted average stability of r = .54
tor hnplicit evaluations and a weighted average stability of r = .75 for e>."Plicit evaluations (see also
Cunrungham, Preacher, & Banaji, 2001). These results suggest that a person's implicit evaluation
feday may not necessarily reflect this person's implicit evaluation at a later time. Needless to say,
t'Uch temporal fluctuations can be detrimental if the goal is to predict a person's future behavior on
the basis of this person's implicit evaluation measured at an earlier time. Explicit evaluations fare
S~!tter in this regard, in that they show significantly higher stability over time .compared to in1plicit
~valuations (Gawronski, Morrison, Phills, & Galdi, 2017). From this perspective, e>.:plicit evaluations may be superior predictors of future behavior regardless of the moderators hypothesized by
nual-process theories, simply because implicit evaluations tend to fluctuate to a greater extent than
c~licit evaluations.
Although the low temporal stability of implicit evaluations can undermine their usefulness in
predicting future behavior, it is important to note that tlus limitation does not necessarily question the validity of performance-based measures in capturing implicit evaluations, In fact, temporal
fluctuations in implicit evaluations would not be particularly surprising to the extent that implicit
.evaluations reflect momentary states of an individual. In line with this idea, Gawronski and Bodenhausen (2006a) argued that implicit evaluations refiect the momentary activation of associations in
memory, which depends contextual cues and other situational factors over and above the chronic
stlUcture of associations in memory.; In contrast, explicit evaluations· are assumed reflect the outcome of propositional validation processes, in that they reflect what a person believes to be true or
l;Use. Although activated associations are an important determinant of such beliefs, the informational
Input for propositional inferences is often much more complex. For example, after reading an article about potential positive effects of capital punishment, an opponent of the death penalty may
show enhanced activation of favorable associations regarding capital punishment. However, such
changes in the activation of associations may not necessarily lead to corresponding changes in overtly
expressed beliefs, which may be supported by a much more complex set of propositional inforo'la~ion. From this perspective, temporal fluctuations in the momentary activation of associations can
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still be detrimental for the prediction of future behavior via implicit evaluations, but this limitation :
does not necessarily question the validity of performance- based measures if implicit evaluations are
interpreted as momentary evaluative states.

Prediction ofAggregate Outcomes
AJthough most research on implicit evaluations has focused on predictive relations at the individual ~
level, an accumulating body of research has used aggregate scores of implicit evaluations at the level J
of counties, states, or countries to predict outcomes at the macro level (e.g., Hehman, Flake, & ~
Calanchini, in press; Leitner, H ehman, Ayduk, & Mendoza-Denton, 2016; Nosek et al., 2009;
Orchard & Price, 2017). For example, Hehman et al. (in press) found that average scores of implicit
race bias at the regional level (obtained via a large database oflAT data from the Project Implicit .
website) predicted disproportionate use oflethal force by police officers against African Americans at .•
the same level of analysis. Similarly, Leitner et al. (2016) found that implicit race bias at the county
level predicted county-level death rates from circulatory-related diseases among Mrican Americans. ..;~
Interestingly, many studies that investigated correlates ofaggregate levels of implicit bias have found
relatively strong relations with aggregate levels of disparities and discrimination, which stands in
contrast to the relatively small meta-analytic relations between implicit bias and behavior at the ·
indlviduallevel (e.g., Cameron et al., 2012; Greenwald et al., 2009; Oswald et al., 2013) .
..
To account for this paradox, Payne, Vuletich, and Lundberg (2017) proposed that implicit biases
reflect the situational accessibility of bias-related concepts rather than early Jeamed and highly sta·~ ·~
ble attitudes that drive discrimination among individuals who are high in bias. According to Payne ·
et al., implicit biases are highly context-dependent, in that social interactions, media exposure, ~
and various other contextual factors influence the aq:essibility of concepts from one situation to
another. At the same time, people's broader demographic environments tend to be relatively sta~
ble, leading to systematic relations between implicit biases and social disparities at the macro level.
Together, these assumptions explain why implicit biases at the individual level tend to be relatively ·
unstable over time (because accessibility of bias-related concepts is highly context-sensitive), why t
zero-order relations between implicit biases and behavior at the individual level tend to be relatively (
low (because accessibility of bias-related concepts fluctuates at the individual level), and why relations between implicit biases and aggregate outcomes at the macro level can nonetheless be quite
substantial (because stable disparities in people's broader demographic environment produce robust
differences in the accessibility of bias-related concepts at the macro level). Although Payne et al.'s
(2017) theory has been crit.icized for overemphasizing situational factors and for ignoring the inter- ·;
active contribution of person-related and situation-related factors in detemlining the accessibility of.
mental concepts (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2017), its ability to account for a wide range of;
seemingly conflicting findings makes it an interesting alternative to previous conceptualizations

of implicit bias.

j

Resistance to Change
Another ongoing debate concerns the ease versus difficulty with which implicit evaluations can.
be changed. Challenging the widespread assumption that changes in implicit evaluations require.
e-xcessive amounts of counterattitudinal information (e.g., R ydell, McConnell, Strain, Claypool, &
Hugenberg, 2007), research by Ferguson and colleagues suggests that implicit evaluations can change'
rapidly in response to a single piece of novel information, including diagnostic counterattitudinal
infomution (e.g., Cone & Ferguson, 2015) and information that suggests a reinterpretation of earlier
information (e.g., Mann & Ferguson, 2015, 2017). These findings stand in contrast to the resulti
of a large-scale study by Lai et al. (2014) that tested the relative effectiveness of 17 interventions to
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cb:mge implicit racial preferences. Overall, Lai et al. 's findings raise doubts about the effectiveness of
reveral commonly accepted interventions, including ones that involve perspective-taking, increased
egalitarian values, or induced positive emotions. Consistent with the predictions of dual-process
che@ries (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a), the only type of interventions that effectively
n~duced implicit race bias involved various ways of linking the relevant target groups with positivity
or negativity, such as evaluative conditioning or mental simulation of counterattitudinal exemplars.
Yet, even these interventions failed to produce changes that remained stable over time, in that
implicit evaluations returned to baseline after a delay that ranged from several hours to several days
(Lai et al., 2016). The latter findings suggest that the interventions that turned out to be effective
n the short-term led to a contextually induced shift in implicit evaluations that dissipated when the
1
Utltrvention was not salient anymore and other salient factors had a more dominant influence. Thi~
conclusion is consistent with the findings oflongitudinal studies, indicating that implicit evaluations
·how considerable fluctuations over time (Gawronski, Morrison, Phills, & Galdi, 2017).
One potential way to reconcile these findings can be derived from the notion of contextdependent renewal reviewed earlier in this chapter (see Gawronski & Cesario, 2013). Because participants in Lai et al. 's (2016) research completed the studies online in an environment of their
choice, it is possible that the observed results reflect the ineffectiveness of the tested interventions in
;roducing changes that generalize across contexts (rather their ineffectiveness in producing changes
that< remain stable over time). To the extent that participants completed the intervention and the initial o1easurements in one context and the follow-up measures in a different context, participants' old
attitudes may continue to influence implicit evaluations when they are measured in a context that
55 different from the context in which the intervention took place (e.g., Gawronski, Rydell et al.,
2010). In this case, it would be essential to identify interventions that produce changes in implicit
evaluations that generalize across contexts even if the observed changes remain stable over time in
~he context of the intervention. Preliminary evidence in this regard comes from a study by Brannon
aQd Gawronski (2017) who found that diagnostic counterattitudinal information (e.g., Cone & Ferg{;son, 2015) and information chat suggests a reinterpretation of earlier information (e.g., Mann &
Ferguson, 2015) led to changes in implicit evaluations that generalized across contexts. Together,
these findings suggest that the interventions to change implicit evaluations should be evaluated not
only on the basis of their effectiveness in producing immediate change within the sa!l\e context,
but also on the basis of whether the observed changes remain stable over time and generalize across
contexts.

Dual-Process V.ersus Single-Process Accounts
Asubstantial body of research using perfonnance-based measures has been guided by dual-process
theories, assuming that implicit evaluations reflect behavioral outcomes of associative processes
whereas explicit evaluations reflect behavioral outcomes of propositional processes (e.g., Gawron$ki & Bodenhausen, 2006a; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). These theories have been criticized by proponents of single-process theories who argue that both implicit and explicit evaluations are outcomes
of a single propositional process (e.g., De Houwer, 2014; Kruglanski & Gigerenzer, 2011). For the
topic of the current chapter, De Houwer (2014) has presented the most relevant single-process
account, which states that implicit evaluations reflect the automatic formation and activation of
mental propositions about the relation between co-occurring stimuli. To support this argument,
; De Houwer reviewed several studies showing that implicit evaluations (a) can be influenced by
Verbal instructions and inferences (e.g., De H ouwer, 2006; Gast & D e Houwer, 2012) and (b) are
~ensttive to information about how stimuli are related (e.g., Zanon, De Houwer, & Gast, 2012) .
. According to De Houwer (2014), dissociations between implicit and e..xplicit evaluations occur
because performance-based measures involve constrained processing conditions during the retrieval
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of information, not because they tap into two distinct processes or representations . Whereas some
information may be activated quickly without requiring much cognitive effort, other informationmay require time and cognitive resources to be retrieved from mem01y. Thus, whereas the former
type of information should have a strong effect on implicit evaluations, the latter type of information .·
may influence only explicit but not implicit evaluations (for similar arguments, see Cunningham,
Zelazo, Packer, & Van .Bavel, 2007; Wojnowicz, Ferguson, Dale, & Spivey, 2009).
:~
ln evaluating the empirical support for two competing accounts, we deem it important to clarify
the specific ;mumptions about which they disagree (see Gawronski, Brannon, & Bodenhausen,
2017). A central issue in this context is that eftects of propositional processes on implicit evaluations are e>:plicitly addressed by dual-process theories that allow for mutual interactions between
associative and propositional processes (e.g., Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a; Strack & Deutsch,
2004). A central assumption of these theories is that propositional inferences can functiQn as a distal
detenninant of implicit evaluations to the extent that they alter the structure or momentary activation of associations in memory (see Figure 4.'l, Case 4). Prom this perspective, effects of verbal .
instructions and inferences on implicit evaluations (e.g., De Houwer, :2006; Gast & De Houwer,
2012) are perfectly consistent with dual-process accounts. The two theories lead to different predic.
tions only when verbal instructions conflict with the effects of previously observed co-occurrences,
such as repeated CS-US pairings (see Figure 4.1, Case 3). In this case, dual-process theories predict
a dissociation, in that explicit evaluations should reflect the valence implied by the verbal instruc~
tions, whereas implicit evaluations should reflect the valence implied by the previously observed cooccurrences. In contrast, single-process propositional theories imply that both implicit and exphdt
evaluations should reflect the valence implied by the verbal instructions. The av;41able evidence on
these conflicting hypotheses supports the predictions of dual-process theories but conflicts with the
predictions of single-process theories (Hu, Gawronski1 & Balas, 2017a).
There are two additional cases for which the two kinds of theories lead to differenc predictions.
First, dual-process theories predict that propositional information abou.t the validity of observed
stimulus contingencies should influence only explicit evaluations, whereas implicit evaluations
should reflect stimulus contingencies regardless of their perceived validity. This prediction stands in
contrast to the one implied by single-process propositional theories, which imply that both explicit
and implicit evaluations should reflect the perceived validity ofstimulus contingencies. The available
evidence on these hypotheses supports the predictions of single-process propositional accounts and ·
poses a challenge to dual-process accounts. For example, Peters and Gawronski (2011b) found that
information about the truth or falsity of evaluative statements about several impression targets influenced both implicit and explicit evaluations when the validity information was available immedi-·
ately after the encoding of the evaluative statements (see also Moran, & Bar-Anan, & Nosek, 2015).
Validity information showed a reduced effect on implicit evaluations only when it was presented
after a delay. This finding stands in contrast to the prediction of dual-process accounts that implidf
evaluations should reflect the valence of the evaluative statements irrespective of whether they are
described as true or false. Yet, it is consistent with the predictions of single-process propositional
accounts, suggesting that both implicit and explicit evaluations should reflect the perceived validity
of the evaluative statements.
· ~~
Second, dual-process theories predict that information about contrastive relations between two ·
co-occurring stimuli (e.g., A prevents B; A dislikes B) should influence only explicit evaluatio~,
whereas implicit evaluations should reflect the mere co-occurrence of stimuli irrespective of thefr
relation. In contrast, single-process propositional theories predict that information about contrastive relations between two co-occurring stimuli should have equivalent effects on both implicit
and explicit evaluations. The available evidence on these competing hypotheses is rather mixed,
Whereas some studies found evidence for the dissociation predicted by dual-process accoun~
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Moran & Bar-Anan, 2013) other studies found equivalent effects as preclicted by single-

::~~ss propositional theories (e.~., Gaw~onsk:i, Walther, & Blank, 2005). Yet, other studies found

dtar information about contrast1ve relat1ons only reduced, but not reversed, the effects of coOG&urrences (e.g., Zanon et al., 2012), suggesting that co-occurrence and relational infonnation
JJ\~Y jointly influence implicit evaluations. Based on the conflicting patterns of results, a major
challenge for both accounts is to specify the conditions under which information about contrastive relations shouJd reverse or merely attenuate effects of observed co-occurrences and when
information about contrastive relations shouJd be ineffective in qualifying effects of observed cooccurrences (e.g., Hu, Gawronski, & Balas, 2017b).

Measurement Issues
Another important issue is that responses on performance-based measures do not provide direct
rdl.ections of underlying attitudinal processes or representations (De Houwer et al., 2013) , That is,
multiple qualitatively distinct attitudinal and non-attitudinal processes may contribute to responses
90 performance-based measures. To disentangle the effects of these distinct processes, theorists have
developed formal models that provide quantitative estimates of these processes, including applica1',tOns of process dissociation (Payne & Bishara, 2009); multinomial modeling (Conrey, Sherman,
Gawronski, Hugenberg, & Groom, 2005; Meissner & Rothermund, 2013; Stahl & Degner, 2007);
arid diffusion modeling (Klauer, Voss, Schmitz, & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007).
An illustrative example is Conrey et al.'s (2005) quad-model, which distinguishes between four
qu~tatively distinct processes underlying responses on measures based on response interference:
;ccivation of an association (A C), detection of the correct response required by the task (D), success at overcoming associative bias (OB) , and guessing (C). Research using the quad-model bas
pmv1ded more fine-grained insights into the mechanisms underlying previous findings obtained
with performance-based measures, Whereas some effects have been shown to reflect genuine effects
on attitudinal processes (e.g., reduced racial bias scores resulting from extended training to associate
r~tcial groups with positive or negative attributes; see Calanchini, Gonsal.korale, Shennan, & Klauer,
2013), others have been shown to reflect effects on non-attitudinal processes, such as successful
versus unsuccessful inhibition of activated associations (e.g., increased racial bias scores afier alcohol
consumption; see Sherman et al., 2008).
Another important caveat is that different measurement instruments are based on different
underlying processes. Although the majority of performance-based measures rely on the notion of
response interference, there are a few notable exceptions that rely on other processes (for an overview, see Gawronski, Deutsch, LeBel, & Peters, 2008). Because effects on either type of.measure
may reflect influences on either attitudinal or measurement-related processes, they may not always
show equivalent effects of the same experimental manipulation (e.g. , Deutsch & Gawronski, 2009;
Gawronski & Bodenbausen, 2005). For example, Gawronski, Cunningham et al. (2010) found thar
racial bias scores in the EPT were significantly reduced when participants were instructed to attend
to ~n alternative category dimension (e.g., age). Yet, racial bias scores in the AMP were unaffected
by attention to alternative categories, showing significant priming effects and meaningful correlations to criterion measures regardless of attention. These results suggest that reliable measurement
of implicit evaluations depends on attention to the relevant feature of the primes in the EPT, but
not the AMP. This limitation of the EPT can lead to incorrect conclusions, for example, when the
effect of attention to alternative categories is interpreted as an effective strategy to control racial bias
in implicit evaluations. Thus., to avoid premature inferences about effects on underlying attitudinal
processes, it seems prudent to replicate a given finding with an alternative measure that relies on a
different underlying mechanism.
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Conclusion
Performance-based measures are often claimed to overcome the limitations of self-report mea$~
urcs in assessing attitudes that people might be unwilling or unable to report. Counter to these ·
assumptions, the available evidence suggests that (a) implicit evaluations do not reflect unconscious
attitudes and (b) the relation between implicit and explicit evaluations cannot be boiled down to
self-presentational distortions in self-report measures. N evertheless, the exponentially growing body
of research on implicit and explicit evaluation attests to the value of perfomlailce-based measures in
providing deeper insights into the processes underlying evaluative judgments, the processes by which
attitudes influence behavior, and the processes underlying attitude formation and change. Although
there are still some open questions and unresolved controversies in research using performancebased measures, the insights they provided are so fundamental that the implicit-explicit dualism has
arguably become one of the most central distinctions in attitude research.

Notes

2

3
4

5

Alternative variants include sequential priming with lexical decision tasks in which participants are ~ked
to classify rhe targets as meaningful words versus meaningless non-words (e.g., Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park,
1997) and sequential priming with semantic categorization tasks in which participants are asked to classify the
targets in terms of a non- evaluative, semantic dimension (e.g,, Banaji & Hardin, 1996). Because these variants
do not capture evaluative responses, they are less common in research on attitudes and more .frequently used
in research on semantic aspects of mental contents (e.g., stereotypes).
Evaluative judgments of anti-discrimination policies and perceptions of racial discrimination are central
themes in the Modem Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986), which is often used as a self-report measure in .·
research 011 racial attitudes.
Fazio (1995) uses the tem1 object-evall4ation association. To avoid potential confusion with the current use of the
term evaluation to refer to the behavioral expression of an attitude, we use the term object-valence associatio11s.
Greenwald et al. (2009) questioned the consistency of their findings with the hypotheses of dual-process ~
theories, emphasizing that the predictive validity of the lAT was unaffected by the spontaneous versus
deliberate nature of the to-be-predicted behavior, whereas the predictive validity ofself-report measures was
significantly lower for spontaneous compared to deliberate behavior. However, to the extent that deliberate behavior shows a. higher relation to attitudinal predictors compared to spontaneous behavior (e.g., as a·:
•
result of more reliable measurement of deliberate behavior), the invariance observed for the IAT does not ·,
conflict with the hypotheses of dual-process theories. In fact, the pattern of predictive relations obtained by
Greenwald et al. (2009) is perfectly consistent with these theories, in that self-report measures outperfonned
the lAT in the prediction of deliberate behavior, whereas the lAT outperfom1ed self-report measures in the ,
prediction ofspontaneous behavior (for similar meta-analytic findings on the predictive validity of sequential
priming tasks, see Cameron et al., 2012).
The interactive nature of person-related and situation-related factors in the activation of associations can be
illustrated with a finding by Gschwendner et al. (2008). Consistent with many other studies (e.g.• Cunninghaul et al., 2001; Gawronski, Morrison, Phills, & Galdi, 2017), the authors found rather low levels ofstability in implicit evaluations over a period of 2 weeks when they used a standard variant of the lAT (r: .29). · ,
Yet, temporal stability of implicit evaluations over the same period wa~ significantly higher when the meas-·
ure included background images to provide additional information about the context of the target stimuli
(r = .72). These results are consistent with the assumption that the activation of associations is interactively
determined by rhe chronic structure of associations and the overall set of input stimuli, including the target
stimulus and the context in which it is encountered (see Gawronski & Eodenhausen, 2006a).
•·
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